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Tigerama, Dances Color Homecoming Weekend
Officials Expect Large Crowd For
First Annual Ciemson Spectacular
"Get your tickets in advance and come early." That's
the word from "Tigerama"—Ciemson College student spectacular—which debuts Friday night (Nov. 8) in Memorial
* Stadium. A fun-seeking throng of 15,000 is expected.
Tickets, priced for a family's
night out, are only 49 cents for
adults and 25 cents for children 10 or over. They are on
advance sale in the college
alumni office, the Ciemson
House and Martin's B*rug Store.
The colorful one-and-onehalf hour spectacle will start at
7:30 p.m. Featured will be Stari
Kenton and his famous orchestra in a 10-minute appearance;
the crack Ciemson Tiger Band
.and its pretty, talented majorettes; variety skits, and specialty acts, and a grand 20-minute
fireworks finale.
In the student-talent lineup
are the Tigertones, popular campus quartet; The Jungaleers,
the college dance combo; The
Jugheads — Clemson's own fife,
jug and bottle band; fire eater
Mac McCahan of Greenville; expert juggler Dale Tinsley of
Hodges; vocalists Phyllis O'Dell
of Laurens, and an unprecedent-

ed encore by the reactivated
1956 national champion Fershing Rifles drill platoon.
The show's climax will be a
magnificent fireworks display
especially prepared for Tigerama by. the Pyro Fireworks
Company of Sebring, Fla. Aerial
and ground pieces will accent
beauty rather than, noise.
A Ciemson coed, Atlanta's
freshman majorette, Diane Austin, will reign as "Miss Tigerama". Jack Branch, Chesterfield senior, is master of ceremonies.
Tigerama keynotes a gala
Ciemson Homecoming weekend.
The Kenton orchestra will play
the Friday night dance, 9 to 1,
and pianist Bill Snyder and his
orchestra, the Saturday night
dance, 8 to 12. Both dances
are informal in the student dining hall.
Ciemson Tigers meet ACC foe
Maryland at 2 p.m. Saturday.

NSA PRESIDENT

Farabee Discusses
Regional Program

Taps pictures worth $1500
have been neglected by the students who ordered them, according to a statement made
this week by the representative
of the Virginia School of Photographers.
The last opportunity of students to complete payment and
receive these pictures will be
in the office of the Dean of
Student Affairs on Wednesday
or Thursday of next week, November 13 and 14. They may
be picked up from Mrs. Albert
in regular office hours on those
days.
According to Dean of Student
Affairs Walter Cox, "failure to
complete these transactions is
the fault of the students. They
have been reminded continually
for several weeks to get these
pictures. If they are not handled
next week, such action as deem
ed necessary will be taken on
the offending students."
Each order form is signed by
the student requesting the picture, so there can be no mix
up on orders.
Dean Cox also stated that "we,
as Ciemson men collectively.
have let down the photographer
to the extent of $1500 monetarily; but even worse, we.have endangered our School Integrity.'

Distribution Of 1958
Career Magazine
Mr. Farabee is a graduate of
the University of Texas in busi- through the President's Com- Begins On Campus
ness administration and has at- mittee on "Education beyond

When asked to comment on
the growth and development of
Clemson's student government,
Mr. Farabee said that the student government has made remarkable progress in the years
since the military jurisdiction
and that its "development was
very encouraging." He also expressed approval of Joe Fox's
idea of high school counciling.
By this plan, members of the
college student body would act
as representatives and inform
high school seniors of the opportunities, including the number of grants and scholarships
available, existing in college
education. USNSA is working
with the U.S. Government

high school" to promote and
set-up such projects throughout
the nation. Mr. Farabee praised Dean Walter Cox for his
help in, the growth of the student government here.
Mr. Farabee said that there
is a growing need at Ciemson,
as throughout the United States,
for housing for young married
couples.
. In passing, Mr. Farabee said
that he hoped Ciemson stomped Rice—after all, they are a
non-member school! By the way
of advice to the leaders of the
student government at Ciemson
the national president said that
there "should be a growing concern on the part of student
governments on the basic freedoms — press, discussion, speech
and association." He pointed
out that Ciemson had a very
good structure and that they
needed to work on projects such
as a study of Christianity on
campus, and on the role of education in the South.
Mr. Farabee and Mr. Bolick,
accompanied by Charlie Toal, one
of the regional secretaries, made
(Continued on Page 3)

NOTICE
All cars must be from between 7th and 8th barracks by
one o'clock Friday.

The final boom of the fireworks display at Tigerama
will herald the beginning of the Friday night informal
dance and selection of the Homecoming Queen and th*
Taps beauties. An expected overflow crowd will dance
to the music of Stan Kenton, "modern America's man of
music," and then watch as the beauty pageant unfolds.

Students Fail
To Get Photos

The President of the National Student Association,
Ray Farabee, paid a visit to the college last week, November 1st and 2nd, to discuss regional programing and at
the same time to observe the progress of the newly organized Ciemson unit.

tended Lay School at his Alma
Mater. He has postponed his
formal studies of law for a year
of full time student work with
the National Confederation of
Student Governments.
After meeting with Harry Bolick, regional chairman for the
Carolinas-Virginia Region, Mr.
Farabee made a number of comments about the state of the
region. He said that, while last
year the region held a status
quo, this year promises to have
good possibilities in a number
of fields. He further stated
that the region was, "the strongest region in the South and one
of the strongest in the country."

Queen And Taps Beauties Will Be
Selected Plus Stan Kenton's Music

Distribution of the 1958 edition of Career: for the College
Man, an annual publication
edited by over 100 of America's
leading industrial companies, has
begun. The publication lists
business opportunities in leading industrial companies. This
year's edition includes a listing
of thousands of company interviews for various schools. Another unique feature is the service provided to the readers
for scheduling interviews with
a company of their choice.
Secretary of Labor James
Mitchell opens Career: for the
College Man with his personal
assessment of the graduates'
prospects for 1958. Mitchell's
conclusion: projected expansion
investment will continue at a
high rate, bringing with it obviously excellent opportunities
for qualified college men. The
publication also includes a detailed table showing 34 ways a
graduate can discharge his military obligations. Career features
complete cross indexes of every
company — broken down by
locations, college major backgrounds preferred by companies,
corporate summer work opportunities, and most immediately,
by recruiting interview schedules
on each campus.

Student Assembly
Elects Lanny W.
Moore Speaker

College Student
Service Offers
Kenton, one of the foremost
Opportunities contributors
to modern music, is ed annually and rotates between
winning organizations.

STAN KENTON

Ciemson Chapter of SAM To Be
Greenville Units Dinner Guests
November 12th will be a very important day in the
history of Clemson's Chapter of the 'Society for Advancement of Management. During the evening the members
will be honored with the presence of several very important men from the industrial world, in addition to a number of the sponsoring chapter members, from the Senior
Chapter in Greenville.
Clemson's Chapter will be
host during this meeting to
Professor Harold Fischer, Professor of Business Administration, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
Professor Fischer is well known
for his work as National S. A.
M. Vice-President in charge of
University Chapters.
Our principal speaker will be
Mr. Hezz Stringfield, who is
Vice - President, Southeastern
Region, S.A.M. Mr. Stringfield
is Finance Director, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Carbide &
Carbon Chemicals Company,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
Mr. Alfred New, the President
of our Senior Chapter in Greenville, will be present. He can
be best identified with his devoted work toward the advancement of the Greenville
Chapter. Mr. New will be of
speical interest to those S.A.M.
students about to graduate, as
he is an alumnus of Ciemson,
and is Plant Manager of Judson
Mills of the Deering-Milliken
chain.
Also expected will be Mr.
Charles Land, Mr. Gordon Williams, and Professor Thomas
Campbell, Jr. Mr. Land is Chief
Industrial Engineer, Woodside
Mills. Mr. Williams is our
Senior-Student Chapter's Coordinator, Vice-President of the
Greenville Chapter, and connected with Judson Mills. Professor Campbell needs no introduction to the members, as
he has been fulfilling his roll
of Faculty Advisor with his
utmost effort, and is very well
known.

While the 7:30 P.M. meeting
is perhaps slightly earlier than
our original choice, it will fa'
cilitate the visiting of those
from Greenville. Also, we should
be truly grateful to our Senior
Chapter, because as all the
student members know, the
Ciemson House will be expen
sive for our supper-meeting,
and the Senior Chapter has
gone all out in helping us make
the evening of November 12th
not onl ypossible but immensely
valuable. It is hoped that every
member of Clemson's Chapter
of S.A.M. will be present.

Reorganization Of
%e Notes Directed
By Wright, Beach
The Blue Notes, having been
out of circulation for over a
year, have reorganized under the
direction cf Irby Wright, a freshman from Camden, S. C, and
Miles Beach, a sophomore from
Charleston, S. C. The band, composed mostly of freshmen and
sophomores, began rehearsing
about a month ago.
The Blue Notes plan to play
their first dance job during the
Christmas holidays, and are going to use a full thirteen piece
band for all jobs., At present,
though, the band is short one
bass player. Anyone play bass?

Homecoming Events

The Placement Service of the
College, located in the Student
Center off the lounge, is operated as a student service.
To the upperclassmen, it offers an opportunity to survey
fields of enterprise and companies with vocational ends.
However, these basic facts are
already readily understood and
realized by the upperclassmen.
But, what of the very important underclassmen who are
not benefiting by this service?
As an athlete cannot be developed over night, our potential as college graduates can not
be fully explored in the short
period of consultation preceeding graduation. It is not a matter of whether you got a job
or not, but rather did you get
the job that you wanted. Only
through contact with company
representatives can they become
fully aware of your potential.
It is not a question of your
degree, but rather potential.
There are many crossover fields
with the framework company,
thus allowing greater versatility
and wider use of the many-skilled persons of a company. Many
companies prefer to do on-job
training, which allows them to
apply the man to their system.
(Continued on Page 3)

Ciemson Chapter
Of ASCE Hears
Yearly Speakers
The student chapter of the A.
S.C.E., with the help of contact
representatives, Mr. Tom Able
of Fiske Carter Construction
Company, will have number of
interesting speakers again this
year. Mr. Able has obtained
many Civil Engineers in the
past few years that have given
the chapter a variety in Civil
Engineering—sales, construction,
highways, etc. — with the purpose of bridging the gap between college and industry.
Each speaker gives the student
valuable assistance as to what
is expected of him as a young
engineer.
The chapter meets every second and forth Tuesday of each
month. This Tuesday another
interesting program is planned.
As in the past, the speaker will
provide guidance for the student as to the phase of Civil
Engineering the student could
enter.
Ten new members were initiated into the chapter prior to
the State Fair holidays and they
climaxed the initiation by laying a concrete slab in the concrete lab.
The new members are: Bill
Pruitt, Harry Boyan, Leland
Leonard, William H. Kay, Jr.,
Frank Clarke, Joe P. Brown,
Buddy Putman, Howard Allred,
Ralph Wonlass, and Terry Wise.

FRIDAY, NOV. 8
7:15 P.M.—Pep Rally in Stadium.
7:30 P.M.—Tigerama, Memorial Stadium.
Lanny W. Moore, a senior
9:00 P.M.—Homecoming Dance. Stan Kenton. Dinmajoring in dairy, was elected
ing Hal.
Speaker of the Student Assem-

•Pictured above are some members of the Ciemson Coed Club
who will participate in TIGERAMA. Costumed coeds will portray the various "types" of girls Ciemson men date at other
schools in the state.

bly at a meeting of that body on SATURDAY, NOV. 9
October 21. Gene Stembridge
8:00 A.M.—Class cuts all day.
was elected Secretary, and Luther Bigby was elected Chap9:00 A.M.—Departmental Open House.
lain.
11:00 A.M.—Cross-Country. Furman.
The Student Assembly con12:00 Noon—Alumni Luncheon. Dining Hall.
sists of five representatives
2:00 P.M.—Football. Maryland. Memorial Stadium.
elected from each class, and
twenty representatives elected
Homecoming Day.
from the Council of Club PresiAfter
Game—Chicken
Supper. Sponsored by Junior
dents. In view of the fact that
Class.
all representatives have indicated a desire to serve in the Stu8:00 P.M.—Homecoming Dance. Bil Snyder. Dining
dent Assembly prior to their
Hall.
election, perfect attendance is
expected at assembly meeting SUNDAY, NOV. 10
this year. The Student Assem11:00 A.M.—Church Services on Campus.
bly meets twice per month at
6:00 P.M.—YMCA Vespers. Speaker: Reverend Char8:30 on Wednesday nights in
lie Crenshaw.
Room 118, Chemistry building.

A. R. 'Mac' McCahan of Greenville plans a 'hot time' in
Memorial Stadium Nov. 8.
Winds permitting, he'll be a
top act at Clemson's first annual "Tigerama" extravaganza. McCahan was intrigued
by a magician's fire eating act
while attending a German high
school in Wiesbaden and mastered It.

noted as a leader of progressive
jazz having pioneered an impressive style. From his usual
place by the piano, Kenton will
give the downbeat*to a newly
formed aggregation of top flight
musicians.
At 1015 that night the crowds
at the dance will form an aisle
leading to the bandstand and the
lovely young representatives of
numerous campus organizations
will compete for the honors.
From this original group, the
judges, Mr. J. T. McLaurin from
Bennettsville and Mr. Neil Gillespie, will have the enviable
task of naming contestants for
the semifinals. After intermission the 1957-58 Homecoming
Queen will be presented.
The Queen will be given a
small silver bowl, a replica of
the larger bowl which will be
given to the organization sponsoring her. This bowl is present-

The Queen and beauties will
be presented to the student body
and Homecoming crowds at the
Clemson-Maryland game in elaborate halftime ceremonies. She
will be crowned then and reign
over the weekend festivities.
That night at eight o'clock the
second informal dance of the
weekend, featuring Bill Snyder
and his magic piano, will begin.
Snyder's flying fingers arouse, a
distinguished and delicate flexibility. He will display a remarkable skill which, when coupled
with the smooth, blended music
of his orchestra, will leave the
crowd spellbound.
Tickets for the Friday dance,
from nine to one, are $4.50 per
couple; for the Saturday dance,
eight to twelve, $4.00 per couple. Block tickets for both
dances, which will be held in
the College Dining Hall are $7.50.
Dress will be informal.

"Suppressed Desire" Name
Of Little Theatres Comedy
The Ciemson Little Theatre
will present a pre-season oneact comedy, "Suppressed Desire", in the Food Industries
auditorium, Thursday, November 14.
The play, a forty-minute
satire on pyschoanalysis, will
offer John Hunter, professor of
civil enginnering at Ciemson
College, in the male lead, an
architect, Ann Bond as his wife,
an amateur practitioner of
physchoanalysis; and Sherry
Brock of Anderson, as her girl
friend. There are only three
characters.
CURTAIN TIME IS 8 P. M.,
AND THERE WILL BE NO
ADMISSION CHARGE.
The play is a repeat performance by the Ciemson group. It
was given in 1952.
The Little Theatre board of
directors has invited the entire community and interested
groups in Anderson and Greenville to attend the special opening.
Season memberships will be
available on the night of the
play. Ticket chairmen are: Mrs.
Ruth Miller,
adult season

tickets, $2.50; Mrs. Mferi*
Crimes, patron season tickets,
$10; and Chris Greer, student
season tickets, $1.

Block and Bridle
Delegates Elected
The Block and Bridle Club
held its formal initiation last
Tuesday night in the Plant and
Animal Building auditorium. A
barbecue was served to the members.
The club elected two delegates
to attend the national convention
in Chicago. They are P. C. Cochran and Todd Arant. The homecoming display was discussed.
Gene Stembridge gave a very
interesting history and the purpose of the Agrarian.
New members initiated at this
meeting were: J. L. Alford, Tracy
Ferguson, J. Hugh Knight, Clayton Lowder, Ashton Phillips,
Millard Daniel, Vaughn L. Carmichael, Bennie Hays, James B.
Petty, James E. Goff, Ralph
Brooks, J. K. Lovel, and R. M.
Lewis.

AN EDITORIAL

Distribution of TIGERS
The circulation of the TIGER is 5,000 copies per
week. Of this number approximately 600 are mailed
to paid subscribers; another group is delivered to the
door of the home of each married student. (If any
student living in the town of Ciemson and paying student activity fees is not receiving a weekly copy of the
TIGER, he may call it to the attention of the staff by
calling to the TIGER office on Monday or Tuesday
night from 8-10. Call Ciemson College, ext. 274.)
Other copies are placed at the disposal of faculty
and administration members, and other college personnel.
The remainder of the 5,000 are for the dormitory
students. These are placed on the quadrangle at 5:30
Thursday evening for each student to pick up a copy.
Sufficient copies are placed there for every student to
have one; it is requested that each student take only
one, as his activity fee to the TIGER entitles him to
only one subscription. Students who mutilate copies
and leave them on the quadrangle, or who take a handful for their friends and their friends do the same for
them, are depriving other students, maybe their best
friends, of their rightful property: a weekly copy of the
student newspaper. If you wish to send a copy home,
please send your copy after you have read it. Let's
stop this waste, and work for a better student newspaper.

*** MASSACRE MARYLAND ***
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Editorial Corner
The students and people of Clemson
have gone all-out to make the alumni and
other friends of Clemson feel at home on
the campus this weekend, and the TIGER
heartily joins in to swell the volume, both
audible and visible. On the visible side,
student organizations have plowed in according to tradition (alumni association
providing the incentive) and constructed
Homecoming Displays, and the team is
getting in topnotch shape to massacre
Maryland; on the audible side, C.D.A. has
gone all out to get Stan Kenton and Bill
Snyder for Homecoming Ball; and combining both, Clemson men have come up
with a new concept in audible and visible
entertainment, TIGERAMA.
With all
this packed into one weekend, who could
help but be excited? Not us!
*****
In the excitement of last weekend
several firehoses were abused in the dormitories. It would be interesting to know
if this is an outgrowth of "Clemson spirit"
or bottled spirits. It is hard for us to understand why anyone in his right mind
would do such a thing if he had any idea
of the factors involved. The most obvious
consideration is that in the event of a fire
in the dormitories the most convenient
source of water is gone. This could mean
a delay of ten to fifteen minutes, long
enough for the wooden lockers, furniture,

clothes and personal possessions of some
student, possibly the very one who caused
it or his good friend, to go up in smoke.
Someone could even get hurt because that
firehose was lying on the quadrangle instead of in its rack and ready to go. Although the new dormitories are fireproof
limited damage by fire of the extent described is entirely possible, and students
should at all times be extremely cautious
when using matches, cigarettes, or lighters
in the dormitories.
Another consideration in, connection
with the firehoses is that they are expensive to replace. Three have already been
ruined by vandals this year; although this
is fewer than last year, it is three too
many. When water is run through the
hoses, they will deteriorate rapidly unless
dried quickly. This is a lot of extra work
for the dormitory staff, if they discover
the damage in time to do any good. Furthermore, water sitting on the floors is
ruining the rubber tiles, and much of it
will have to be replaced eventually, according to the Dormitory Manager. The hall
counselors are doing a splendid job of trying to stop this nonsense; let's cooperate
with them and save ourselves money in
dormitory fees and state taxes, which help
support the College. And we may save
something more valuable to us than our
money. You guessed it!

Thursday, November 7, 1957

ANOTHER TICKET WOULD BE CHEAPER THAN THE X-RAY

Word To The Wise

s

By TILLY SAULS
'Student Chaplain

PRAYER—THE GREATEST SINGLE POWER
Dr. William Sadler, the psychiatrist, says that in
neglecting prayer we are "neglecting the greatest single
power in the healing of disease." He refuses to take
a patient who does not believe in God. He says it is
impossible to get patients straightened out unless they
have something to tie to and love beyond themselves.
We are literally coming down to this alternative: meditation or medication. And even the latter is not effective
unless linked with the former.
Then the art of prayer must be learned, for reservoirs
of power are at our disposal if we can learn this art.
People expect results without any practice of the art.
We would deem a person foolish who stepped up to a
musical instrument only occasionally, expecting to tune
into music and become the instrument of music without
long training and practice. The little son of a missionary
bought a mouth organ in India, and came home in tears:
"That man cheated me. There is no God Save The
King in this mouth organ." We just as foolishly believe
we can get ready-made results without the practice of
prayer.
We live in an open universe. Anything that is right
is possible if we will obey the laws of accomplishment
and relate ourselves to its powers.
Just as we have a conversation with one another
we can also talk with God. This is the source that
God has provided for man to communicate with him.
He always hears us. To paraphrase Kipling's words:
"Anyone might have heard it, but His whisper came
to her." Wh^? She was trained in the art of
listening.

Talk of the Town

The Changing Scene

By CAROL HUGHES

There are three steps in the art of prayer: firstListen, second—Learn, and third—Obey. Without all
three, prayer cannot be The Greatest Single Power. If
we spent half the time in learning the art of prayer as
we do in learning any other art we would get ten times
the results. LET'S make PRAYER a Daily part of our
College life at CLEMSON.

By RAY GRIFFIN
This weekend is Homecoming. Old
grads, former students, parents, and friends
of the student body will be coming to the
Clemson campus to see exactly what it is
like, and what we have here. Is the campus
they will see the best that it could be?
Or are there definite, immediately obvious
improvements that could be made? Members of the Architecture Department, the
people who should know, answer with an
emphatic YES to the above question..
There are also many laymen in this field,
students, administration and faculty, who
have contemplated this problem at length
and have arrived at the same conclusions.
In many places around some of the
new buildings, particularly the new
dormitories, the landscaping is horrible. It was drawn to our attention
by more than one architecture professor or student, that the original plans
for the new dormitories called for
many beautiful shade trees around
them. After three years there is not
even a good stand of saw grass, much
less a tree or shrub. Even now a

three year old tree would be providing
some shade, that rare commodity so
highly desired by those who possess
a western exposure. Also one notes
ruts in the grass that was planted resembling gullies where students and
everyone else have made their own
paths. Small shrubs planted along the
edge of the sidewalks would do a great
deal to eliminate this sort of thing.
Clemson has potentially the most
beautiful campus in the state. As it is now
we can think of only one that looks worse
It is time to do something about it.
As mentioned above this week is Homecoming. We would like to welcome everyone to the campus this weekend for our
festive social events. For those of you who
are alumni and visitors let us remind you
of TIGERAMA and the HOMECOMING
BALL Friday night with Stan Kenton, and
of course the football game and Saturday
night dance with Bill Snyder. This promises to be one of the greatest Homecomings ever at Clemson and we hope everyone enjoys it.

Don't Get Ne Wrong,
But.. .
windows, remember they could cause
possible damage to the paint on the
numerous cars parked below in the

ness, interest, and concern were shown
every patient. A tremendous demand
was made on overtaxed facilities, but
still no one was turned away without treatment.
Giving valuable and much needed aid
were the Clemson House who furnished
supplies, the Tiger Brotherhood and Numeral Society, who supplied hospital help,
and many students, who unselfishly worked to end the epidemic. The cooperation
and help of professors in making up lost
classtime is also appreciated. The flu has
flown, but remembered especially by those
who were sick will be all who stood by
ready and willing to help.
DON'T MISS TIGERAMA!
Plans for the big show of the year
are shaping up! Clemson students,
campus visitors, and alumni will really
see an eye-catching, fast moving hour
and a half of fine entertainment.
Tigerama is an event worth seeing.

A major epidemic was avoided
Com-

JUNIOR CLASS SUPPER
Immediately after the game Sat-

pliments may sometime be a little too
flowery and slightly unnecessary, but

urday, the Junior Class will sponsor a
chicken supper in the stadium. Sup-

in this case each and every one is sin-

per will be served until 6 p. m. The
price per meal for students will be

because the Student Health Service
more than justified its name.

were always on hand to minister to
the student needs. Friendliness, kind-

$1.25. This is one of two ways the
juniors raise money for Jr.-Sr. so your
support will be returned next May.

senior parking lot. Only a few years
ago, a student tried throwing one of
the "crackers" from his bed.
His
pitching arm was not at its best that
night and the firecracked landed back
in bed with him and went off. The
individual was injured to some extent
and also received some disciplinary
action for his actions. Take my adviee, peasants, and don't get caught
red handed with the goods. It could
prove unhealthy for you.
There is no place on our campus for
these small menacing explosions. Think
about it, students, what good are they
bringing us? If any of you just have to
shoot them, why don't you leave the campus and go to some deserted field where
the noise won't be disturbing and there
is no damage of causing ridiculous casualties.

Q. I am a Korea veteran just
out of service. I have a serviceconnected dental condition that
isn't severe enough to warrant
compensation payments. Would
I be eligible for VA outpatient
dental care?
A. Yes, provided you apply
within one year after your discharge. If your condition did
not result from combat wounds
or service injuries, you may be
entitled to treatment only on
a one-time completion basis.
Q. I started training under the
Korean GI bill just in advance of
my three-years-from-discharge
deadline. That deadline has ripw

By SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHE VI
~<Sk

the BENGALS
beaten!

cannot

be

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

the truth is out. CAROL
(Corpse) HUGHES has a date
for HOMECOMING. Does she
like the smell of a pipe?
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

other than the Loggia during
the
dances.
HARRY (Moto) RYTTENBURG again has the Anderson —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
High situation well in hand.
he (Smedley) is looking forWhat's wrong, Moto, the college ward with high hopes toward the
football game, the dances and
girls too smart?
the MAGNIFICENT TIGER—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
AMA. This has the promise of
lie (Smedley) has been in- being the most memorable weekend in Clemson History. Don't
formed that JOHN BRAID is remember it as a dateless lost
the "snow man" of the year. weekend.
How do you do it, Preacher?
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

PAUL HOLMES seems to have
become a wheel over night since
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
he is now head man of the
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
CASSEY KENNEDY deserves
band. He (Smedley) wishes to
JERRY (I like Carolyn) SIN- recognition in the class of shaftremind Holmes that the band
and band members should only CLAIR is the perfect picture of ed ones. Dates hard to find,
be noticed and heard on the a little boy in love. Keep try- lad?
ing, Lover, maybe you can get —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
football field.
passed. Now I find that I'm not
the inside track yet.
the cellophanes will doubthappy with my course, and I -SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
lessly be worn this weekend.
would like to change it. Do I POOKEY WILLIAMS is, with- —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
have the right to make one out a doubt, this issue's slob
PETE PEARCE has not gone Good scorn is hard to find, but
change of course, even though of the week. Someone should into complete solitude. The old you can be the subject of it
my starting deadline has passed? inform him (Number One Slob) wheel was actually seen on the when it is found.
A. Since your starting dead- that razor blades are relatively campus. He (Smedley) request —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
line has passed, you may change inexpensive, and simple to use. that nobody encourage his aphave a ball this weekend at
your course only under one of
pearances and maybe he will
the dances, TIGERAMA, and
these conditions: (1) if you have —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
remain insignificant.
the murder of Maryland.
not been making satisfactory
the table manners in the dinprogress in your present course ning hall are terrorable, as us- —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
with the arrival of another
through no fault of yours, and ual. He (Smedley) suggests that
the new program would be more pitch forks be placed on some dance weekend, we are again thanks to HARRY BOLICK.
in keeping with your abilities, of the tables in place of the faced with the possible plague He (Bolick) has managed not to
or (2) the new program is a present forks. This should make of the LOGGIA VULTURES. He bother anyone to any extent
normal progression from your some of the local hogs fetl more (Smedley), again, requests that lately. Keep up the good work,
said vultures roost some place ELVIS.
present program.
at home.

-:- Veterans Corner -:Here are authoritive answers
from the Veterans Administration to questions of current interest to former servicemen and
their families:
Q. I have made arrangements
to be admitted to a VA hospital
for treatment of a service-connected injury. I have no way
of getting to the hospital, which
is almost 100 miles from my
home. Could the VA help me?
A. Yes. Government transportation to the hospital may
be authorized. Also, when you
are ready for discharge, you
may obtain Government transportation home again.

All this excitement has pushed into
the background the flu epidemic of last
week. The fantastic bubble of closing
school for a week or so has finally burst
with shattering finality with the close of
the flu epidemic. Rumors, too good to be
true, flew around the campus about free
class cuts, a week's vacation, and the like.
However, order inevitably prevailed and
classes continued.

cere and justifiable. Dr. Hair, the
nurses, and the staff of the hospital

By MACKIE MANNING
There is entirely too much unnecessary noise around the dormitories at night.
The main source of this noise comes from
little rolls of paper containg a small
amount of powder. When a little heat
is applied, the little "firecrackers" go bang.
From the numerous ones exploding recently, it seems that there are quite a few
immature individuals around who enjoy
loud noises or just sit back in some dark
desolate corner and smirk insanely as
their contribution goes off and some innocent sole diligently studying or sleeping
practically has a heart attack. It's not
really too funny if you happen to be one
that leaves his shoes on the floor when he
jumps. From the extreme side, at our
pep rallys it takes a complete idiot to
throw a firecracker into the crowd.
Whether you cute individuals know it or
not, firecrackers are dangerous and can
prove to be very demoralizing to a person
who loses a finger or an eye.
To you in the old dorms that are
throwing these firecrackers out of our

Noteworthy are the gigantic and concerted efforts being made to put Clemson's
best foot forward this weekend. Thecampus will be on display and what will
be seen will reflect either most favorably
or harmfully. The frantic preparations
for the terrific spectacular, Tigerama, with
all its time consuming demands, the frenzied assemblage of displays and floats, the
talk about the fabulous dances featuring
Stan Kenton and Bill Snyder, the upcoming game between the Clemson Tigers and
the Maryland Terrapins, and the hints of
big times and the great weekend ahead
spell Homecoming.

Homecoming Thoughts
By G. A. MOORE
For three days, Stan Kenton will be the talk of the
campus; then we will all rediscover Elvis, Fats, and
Eberly.
There will be a great majority who realize by Wednesday they are a bit behind and blame it all on the
weekend.
At least one bottle will drop and be smashed.
Expect more people to listen to the music Friday
night than dance to it.
After the game the winning coach will say the
losing coach did a "great job," but wasn't quite good
enough for the winners.
You'll excitedly drink Cokes without any ice and
never know the difference.
After the game the losing coach will say the winning
coach had his team "up" for the game.
At the dance, at least one girl will spend all her time
looking for her lost earring which her escort has in his
pocket.
One idiot will claim that Carolina's Homecoming
was better than this one.
One Joe-College will discover another Betty-Co-Ed
he has known for a long time but hasn't really noticed
until she wears her new slinky black gown.
Most of us will proclaim that there is nothing better*
than a dance weekend at Clemson.
We will see our first TIGERAMA, and have
nothing but praise for Jack Branch and his crew.
At least one of your old flames will show up with
another guy.
The visitors will bawl up a storm while the students
remain fairly peaceful and moderate.
At least one pair of cellophanes will be seen—
much to our disgust.
Some of the students will insist on studying this
weekend.
Many cars will be stuck in a traffic jam and as a
result will miss much of the fun.
You'll spot at least five boys in ill-fitting suits.
A guy will drop his glasses and the party next to
him will step on them.
One of the girl cheerleaders will pull up her woolen
socks before she cheers.
Many people whose thirst is quite great on Friday will certainly be sorry on Saturday, the big day.
Most of us will hate ourselves late the next morning.
But, all in all, we will have the bestest weekend of
our lives.
C.D.A. can be expected to present their usual outstanding dance which will be remembered for weeks to
come.
One will find cars parked in the strangest places
this weekend. What is there down at the barns that
could be so very interesting?
A few romances will go on the rocks, but wedding
plans will be discussed by others.
Every one will have his own particular memories
of this, Clemson's 1957 Homecoming.
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Tea Cup Returns Captain Smith, A West Point
Graduate, Is ROTC Adjutant
For Fourth Year

Letters To Tom Clemson
HURRICANE NOTE
Dear Tom:
We believe that a letter appearing in the Furman Hornet
on November 1, 1957, needs a
CLEMSON answer. We also believe the following is adequate.
REPLY TO LETTER APPEARING IN THE FURMAN HORNET—
Dear Male Students of Furman High School:
It was. the sincere hope of
the Clemson men that with the
construction of the new Furman
campus the male student body
i of your institution would begin
to grow up, somewhat, intellectually. However, it has been
called to our attention through
a letter written by three male
students of Furman High, that
typical teenage intelect is still
predominate at Furman.
Seldom are supposedly mature college students known to
publish statements of such petty
jealousy as was expressed in
the letter in question. (Furman
Hornet, Nov. 1, 1957.) We Clemson men wish to express our
deepest sympathy to the Furman High boys. It seems that
the dating situation on the Furman Campus has reached the
critical state. However, we wish
to express our congratulations to
the women of W. C. who have
advanced enough to be eligible
to date Clemson men. The only
suggestion that can be offered
to the Furman boys at this time
is that San Souci Junior High
School of Greenville may possible afford dates for the boys.
We must admit, the girls mentality will probably be superior
to the Furman boys.
If there is any doubt in the
minds of anyone who may read
this letter as to the accuracy
of it's statements, we wish to
quote the following excerpt from
the illustrious letter appearing
in the Hornet: "Clemson men
are outdoorsmen. They have
to be in order to ride the range
and be on guard against cattle
rustlers." It is our honest belief that no self respecting high
school boy would allow such a
statement to appear with his
name attached. Therefore, it
may be assumed that Furman is
no longer a high school, but a
grammar school. We wish to
suggest, in this connection, that
comic books be removed from
the news stands of Greenville.
Judging from the above quoted
statement, these comic books are
affecting the feeble minds of
the Furman male Children.
We must admit, there was one
surprise in the letter. Surprisingly enough, football teams
were mentioned. It was our
belief that Furman would rather forget that football teams
existed. However, the Furman
team is well named—a hurricane is simply a column of slow
advancing, dead centered warm
air.
Understandingly,
Bill Nettles '58
Dave Suggs '58
Dear Tom:
I doubt that letters to you
complimenting someone or some
department on this campus will
be as well received as the ones
that criticise (sometimes without any basis of facts, just first
impressions), but I'd like to
call everyone's attention to some
people and departments on this
campus that deserve a wholehearted vote of thanks from the
student body.
I think Gene Willimon deserves our vote of thanks for
this year's handling of the Carolina tickets. There was never
a bottleneck at the gates for
even a minute. He has certainly caught h-11 from the student body when things didn't
go smoothly. Why not let him
know that we appreciate the
improvement this year? If you
let a man know that you appreciate his efforts, won't he likely try to work out even a better
system for next year?
The flu bug: brought to light
some sterling qualities of people in the college organization
that certainly can't be overlooked. I wonder how many
of the students here are actually acquainted with the
manager of the Clemson
House. I'd like to point out
to the people that don't know
him that the criticism pointed
toward him in the last couple
of issues of this paper failed
to give both sides of the picture. Case in point — last
week when the sixth barracks
filled up with flu patients,
. towels and wash cloths weren't
available for the patients. He
was asked to furnish these
necessities. He didn't point
out that he was running a commercial enterprise that had

no responsibility towards the
, students. Instead he said how
many do you need, and do
you want me to send them
over. He sent oranges, lemons,
juices, coffee, paper cups and
sundry other items with the
towels. These weren't needed, he voluntarily sent them.
The boys also received daily
papers a couple of days and
no pay was asked. The hotel
operates on a profit motive,
and these items had to be
payed for.
They weren't
charged to the college. I could
guess who paid the bill. Ask
the students that owe him
money (I doubt if he knows
many of them by name) if
they don't consider him an
asset to this hallowed institution.
Mrs. Albert, (how could we
exist without her?) has spent
day and night trying to keep
enough boys to work in the
hospital. The hospital staff has
worked day and night without
time off. These people devoted time that ordinarily would
have been theiir own. Couldn't
we say, without swallowing our
pride, that we deeply appreciate
the efforts of these people?
Would we lose anything if we
personally thanked these people for their efforts beyond the
call of duty? Wouldn't a sincere thanks for a job well done
be as easy to say as criticism
from half-known facts.
W. G. Johnson
Class of '58
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things that I have personally
experienced so far, the spirit
of this wonderful institution is
definitely the most satisfactory
and most appealing.
Junekey Lee '59

Clemson retained possession of the Tea Cup for the
J third consecutive year by defeating the Unviersity of
The Square and Compass Club!So^th Carolina Gamecocks on Big Thursday,
The tea cup in question is a
held its regular meeting *^i> coveted
rotating trophy given ~Blue Key during the half-time
PRAISE DUE
vember 5. John King, president,: the winner of the Clemson-Car- of the Clemson-Carolina BasDear Tom:
presided at the meeting.
olina game each year to build ketball game at Clemson. The
Bringing up the old subject
up better relations between the coach or captain of the VicThe
meeting
was
held
in
a
of school spirit again, I would
two schools.
torious Tiger team will receive
like to commend all of the boys shed behind Long Hall for the
The idea of awarding a cup the cup.
that worked in the hospital and purpose of completing the dis- materialized in 1948 when the
in sixth dorm last week during play for Homecoming..
Blue Key Chapters of the two
the flu epidemic. They offered
schools donated the trophy to
their services as soon as it was A cordial welcome is extended be rotated. The purpose of the
announced that helpers were to all brother Master Masons: | cup was to build good will beneeded, and none of them seem- Clemson College graduates and i tween the students of the two
ed to regret it later.
friends, and Maryland fans for I schools.
They were quite considerate
The Pershing Rifles have been
Clemson has won the cup four
in most matters; they insisted the Homecoming weekend from, t mes
. and Carolina has won it initating new members for the
that we eat first and they wait- all the members of the Clemson I !
six times. The first year the past week. The initatiates are
ed until the third shift to get Square and Compass Club.
j cup .was available, the Tigers the boys you have seen walking
to the table. However it wasn't
(brought it to Tigertown. The around the campus with their
quite the same when we were
Gamecocks then got the trophy blue paddles cut out in the
awakened at three o'clock in
\ in their possession and held on shape of a rifle, and have been
the morning to get medicine and
I to it for six consecutive years. catching it on the quadrangle
have our temperature taken, ft
|
For the last three years Frank after dinner. These initatiates
When we focused our bleary
j Howard's Tigers proved worthy are as follows:
eyes on our tormentors and
Clemson textile faculty mem- ■ of latching a firm grip on it
W. C. Anderson, Hapton; Colestarted grumbling, they replied
bers
have teamed to author a again.
man Barker, Rock Hill; Bill
with "wake up, sleepyhead",
This year's thirteen to no- Bethea, McCall; Bob Boles, Lex"Good morning, boys!", "Have student manual on Advanced
thing score will be engraved on ington; John Bradham, Conway;
a pill, pill!" and similar re- Textile Design.
They are J. C. Hubbard, as- the cup with the other scores Jerome Brown, North Augusta;
marks. Then when we opened
our mouths to protest, they sociate professor of weaving, recorded during v the cup's his Mack Gamble, Anderson; Dave
Cook, Fountain Inn; Bobby Dapopped thermometers into them. and J. V. Walters, associate tory.
« Presentation of the cup will vison, Rock Hill; Tom EdmonWe didn't mind though when professor of textiles.
we stopped to consider that some
The text will fill a definite be made by the president of ston, Washington; D. C; Gorof the boys doing it had been need in textile education, the the Carolina chapter of the don Ferguson, York; Don Fowler, Greenville; Ed Fusselle,
working up to thirty six hours authors believe. It is designed
North Augusta; Robert Garner,
with very little rest.
primarily as an aid in learning lt„A_|__ Uf f|-|,_.
Greenville;
Bobby
Harley,
I know that many other ex- technical details necessary in rlSSlOl! ??■ JlOftSS
Reevesville; Robert Heaps, Yempatients would like to express producing intricate designs for
assee; Richard Hensley, North
their thanks, and I wanted to use in weaving textile fabrics.! A.-jffMAfl Hllfu kt
take this chance to do it for all
The use of color in the designs AljIflllCU l/Ulf AS , Augusta; Frank Horton, Loris;
R. C. Kimble, Charleston; Kirk
of us.
will help clarify tthem, they
Lowry, Seneca; Charlie Luguire,
THANKS!!
Dear Tom:
point out. Other textile design- IfnOraHAtlC AffirOfC Greenwood; Bill McCown, DarLarry Howard, Jr.
ing textbooks do not contain VjlVlllHWllJ VIllVWIJ
Before Big Thursday I made
Class of '61
a bet with a good friend of
this type of instruction.
, T. .
. „ ,
,,, lington; Bruce Mclntyre, Bilt0
11
!
Second
Lieutenant Preston W. more, N. C; Karl McMillian,
mine who is a student at the
Stokes of Charleston, S. C, has Greenpond; Edward Maddox,
University of South Carolina.
been assigned to duty with the Springfield, Penn.; Austin ManAccording to the terms of our
U. S. Army Engineer District, ger, Myrtle Beach; W. P. Marbet, I was to buy him an ex1
Eastern Ocean. He will serve tin, Charleston; Rhett Miller,
cellent dinner if South Carolina
_ as Assistant for Operations at Lancaster; Ralph Moore, Greenwon; if Clemson won, he was
'the Thule Area Office. An- wood; Zeb Morgan, Bishopville;
to do the same for me. To this
I nouncement of his assignment Bud Nalley, Easley; Tom Norbargin, we both agreed enwas made by Colonel Aldo H. ton, Dillon; Jack Phillips, North
thusiastically.
On November 15-16, Friday
j Bagnulo, District Engineer, at Augusta; George Pressley, BiltI enjoyed the ball game more and Saturday, the Erskine Play(his headquarters in New York more, N. C; Charles Preston, Cothan I had ever enjoyed a game ers will present THE KING
i City.
lumbia; Butch Roberts, Ninety
before, not merely because I AND I, a musical comedy by
Lieutenant Stokes was bom Six; Frank Roberts, Chester; C.
did not have to buy the dinner Rogers and Hammerstein from
in Jackson, Miss. He is the son L. Sanders, Rock Hill; Clyde
for my friend (which of course the popular novel, Anna And
of Mr. and Mrs. Wade W. Stokes Scott; Darlington; Jim Scott,
I did not, since my team won) The King of Siam, by Margaret -For the past two years there of Columbus, Ga., where Mr. Gaffney; Toney Shank, Millins;
but also because I found that London. The play, which was has been a Lost and Found De- Stokes is the Director of the Allen Sloan, Mr. Pleasant; Feas I watched the game I seemed also made into a movie, played partment at the Student Af- Armed Services Y.M.C.A.
lix Toney, Greenwood; Bobby
to be experiencing the birth on Broadway, for five years. It fairs Office where articles which
Treadway, Columbia; Andy
Upon
graduation
from
the
of what was, to me, an entirely will be the largest and most ex- have been found may be turned
Warren, Bastonia, N. C; Dickie
High
School
of
Charleston
in
new sentiment—a sentiment so pensive production ever pre- in so they can be returned to
Weisner, Lancaster.
valuable and admirable that I sented by the Erskine students. their owners. During this time 1953, Lieutenant Stokes entered
Monday through Thursday,
Clemson
College,
graduating
in
it
has
been
our
privilege
to
rejust cannot help trying to de- The cast alone will consist of
turn a great many articles to June 1957 with a B.S. degree in these fellows had to carry their
scribe it in this paper. In other fifty-five members.
civil engineering. During his candy and cigarette box from
words, I was personally disThe production is being di- the rightful owners because they
seven until one and meet on
covering for the first time the rected by Rod Nash and Peggy were turned in to this office. senior year he was Regimental the quadrangle at twelve forty
Commander
in
the
ROTC.
He
real meaning of Clemson spirit Mayes. Barbara Bobo is in We still have a number of stufor their initating paddling. On
—"Tiger Spirit." And the dis- charge of chorography; Julia dents come by asking about ar- was also a member of Scabbard Friday you will see them in their
covery seemed as important to Kelly, music; Ann Bonner, cos- ticles which have been lost but and Blade, and of the Pershing grey uniforms going through the
me as it would have if no one tumes; Julia Campbell, make-up; have not been turned in to us. Rifles.
In his senior year he served same procedure.
has ever made it before.
For the information of those
Sam Agnew, lighting; and Okie
These boys can look forward
as
vice-president of the Clemson
who
do
not
know,
the
Student
If I am not mistaken, Clem- Henderson, publicity.
to
being on the Pershing Rifles
student
body
and
as
president
son was rated a slight "underTryouts for THE KING AND Affairs Office is desirous of
during this year, because this is
dog" before the game; never- I ran for five days. The follow- getting any lost articles back of the South Carolina Metho- a privilege afforded only to
theless, we defeated Carolina ing cast was announced by the to their rightful owners when dist Student Movement. He sophomores. A junior oh the
by a decisive score. In my directors: Anna Lewnowens, they have been turned in to us. was elected to membership.
Lieutenant Stokes is also a Pershing Rifles must be an ofopinion, what enabled us to Barbara Barrett; King, Bobby Please keep some mark of idenficer on the company staff, of
win over Carolina was- the DuPree; Lady Thiang, Ann Mc- tification in coats, hats, glasses, member of the American So- which there are only four.
ciety
of
Civil
Engineers,
and
the
slide
rules,
etc.
This
will
help
magnificent spirit, not only of Carter; Tuptim, Joyce Withers;
the players themselves, but of Lun Tha, Glenn Whitesides; us to locate the rightful owners Society of American Military
the entire student body. As a Karalahome, Sonny Marlette. and get these articles back as Engineers.
soon as they come to us.
Prior to his assignment with
group, we were confident of
Scholarship
applicaCaptain Orton, David Powell;
victory; we belived we would
the Eastern Ocean District, he
Interpreter,
David
Chestnut;
tion
deadline
is
Nov.
15 for
served at Fort Belvoir, Va.,
win; and, although public
where he attended the Engineer new V. S. Rubber scholarship.
opinion was running against us, Louis Leonowens, David Wight(Continued from Page 1)
Officers Basic Course. In his AH Juniors and Seniors interwe did win. In order to do so, man; Sir Edward Ramey, Spears
the players fought as they Alexander; Phra Alack, Bob a visit to the Furman campus new assignment in Greenland, ested in industry are eligible
Kirkpatrick.
before Mr; Farabee continued he will assist the Area Engineer
solemnly felt they had to win
and should come by student
the game. I witnessed two! Other members of the cast his journey to Philadelphia by in supervising construction for
will
be
the
priest,
wives,
the
ataid
office and submit an appliway of the University of North the Army and Air Force in the
players jumping up almost three
cation before the deadline.
Thule area.
feet in the air in order to catch tendants, the children, and the Carolina.
passes. In the crowds I saw dancers. The wives and the
many students who shouted and children will also compose the
cheered so desperately they chorus.
finally became hoarse. In spite
of the fact that Clemson has
a smaller student body than
(Continued from Page 1)
did South Carolina, our cheerTwo weeks before recruiters
ing voices were five times
visit they send descriptive malouder than theirs'.
terial for your information and
The Tigers' spirit on Big it is placed on tables in the
Thursday was "Sagi Choong- Placement libary. During theiii
chyun," (Sakee Chungchun) visit they offer Company briefwhich means in English that ing during the afternoons. Any
it .was "Sky High"—high student who has real interest in
enough to touch the very their offer may see them in the
top of the heavens—the real- assigned Meeting Rooms. Copies
ly superb kind of spirit, with- of scheduled personnel interout which there surely would views is posted on the Meeting
have been no victory for us. Room door. This is done so thai
It was a wonderful game.
the representatives may talk
Since I came to America two with others not receiving scheyears ago, I have always kept duled interviews at the convenmy eyes wide so as to learn ience of the student.
about Western Culture by direct
It is not necessarily the deexperience. But of the many gree, but rather the potential!

Pershing Rifles
Hold Initiation

Faculty Teamed To
Author A Manual

LEE'S SENTIMENTS

Erskine Players Present "The
King And I" November 15-16

Lost And Found
In Student Office

Captain Simeon M. Smith, Jr
a 1949 graduate of West Point,
is the Adjutant of the Army
ROTC Instructor Group. Regulations, records, and paper work
pertaining to members of the
group and the eleven hundredplus Army ROTC cadets are
his responsibilities.
He came to Clemson in August 1957 from Fort Sill, Oklahoma, where he was a student
in the Advance Course of the
U. S. Army Artillery and
Guided Missile School and the
Ground General School at Fort
Riley, Kansas.
Captain Smith was born in
Atlanta, Georgia. He graduated
from Greenville High School in
Greenville, Georgia, in 1943. He
entered the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill and
studied there until 1945 when
he entered the United Statei
Military Academy.
He served with the First
Cavalry Division in Korea dur»
ing the Korean conflict. Later,
he commanded field artillery
batteries at Fort Benning and
in Germany.
In addition to his duties as
adjutant, Capt. Smith is the
Public Information Officer for
the Group and Technical Officer for Company C-2 of the
cadet Regiment.
His wife is the former Sue
Blackmar of Columbus, Georgia. They have two daughters;
Susan, age 2, and Ann Winston,
six months. The family lives at
200 Seneca Road.

By BILL GIBBONS
How observant are you? If
you were interested in available
scholarships for Clemson students, if you were seeking information on speakers who are
coming to Clemson, if you were
not positive of the time and
place of a certain meeting, would
you know where to seek such
information?
In every classroom building
on the campus there exists an
important place which contains
a wealth of information, a
thing avoided by most students, bulletin boards. In the
first place they must be important because of their location. Perhaps the most important bulletin board is located
in Tillman Hall. This one usually has general information
of interest to students as a
whole. Available scholarships,
scholarships which have recently been awarded, jobs
which are available to graduates, the date and time of
many interviews, and other information which might be of
interest to the student body.
Other bulletin boards are located in Riggs Halls, Olin Hall,
Brackett Hall, Shop building, the

Plant and Animal Science build*
ing, Long Hall, and Hardin Hall.
However, these bulletin boards
deal with more specific material
and information. The appropriate boards should be observed
by those students within certain
majors. For example, a chemistry major should consult the
bulletin boards in Brackett Hal]
for information concerning chem-.
istry in any way.
A very important bulletin
board which is very obvious yet
often overlooked is the one which
is located on the loggia. Information may be found here which
is not located at any other place
and is usually pertinent info
concerning only the students and
their activities. Changes are usually made here daily and it is
urged that any relevant news or
announcements be displayed
here.
Any Clemson student who
takes pride in keeping informed
of school activities, announcements, awards, and numerous
other interesting articles should
form aregular habit of reading
bulletin boards. They are an indispensable part of college life
and are necessary for keeping
a student body well informed.

ge

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bible?

NOTICE

TARABEE

' NOW err IN THEKB M ?\mrj>

COLLEGE

All Steaks, Hamburgers & Hamburger Steaks Are Cooked on
Our Charcoal Grill
SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
COUNTRY HAMS, SEA FOODS

Just Arrived!
Children's Clemson
Sweat Shirts

Buffet Dinner After the Ball Game

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
805 S. Main

Anderson, S. C.
R.J.REYNOtDS TOBACCO CO.,

Judge Keller

Across from Rocket Motors

YOU'LL FIND THE NEW CRUSH-PROOF BOX UTTERLYCHARMINGJOO! P^

WINSTON-SALE*!, M.C
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Torrid Tigers Tackle Terps In Homecoming
Maryland Riding High After
Victories Over UNC, Carolina
By JEBEY AUSBAND

Is This Clemson?

Bengals Try For
First Series Win

One of the biggest problems in any sport is that of
participation. In sports where scholarships are offered
the problem is not so pronounced though the problem
is still prevalent in the mind of the head coach since
scholarships can be dropped. This problem in varsity By TOM ANDERSON, III
and freshman sports where there are scholarships is negliA few weeks ago, the University of Maryland performed in the presence of the
gible at Clemson, but the problem exists—and it exists Queen of England and supplied Her Majesty with a superb display of gridiron artistry
in large quantities in other fields of endeavor.
as they blasted Sunny Jim Tatum's touted U.N.C. Tarheels to the tune of 21-7. In Columbia last weekend, Coach Tommy Mont's Terps, again playing before a regal court
Participation can be a physical quality, or, in the
(the U.S.C. Homecoming queen), topped Gamerooster U. by a 10-6 count. The Marycases here at Clemson, it can be a mental quality. A
landers will have another opportunity to display their wares in front of a royalty this
sport must have both physical and mental quality;
weekend in Death Valley, and if their previous success with a queen in attendance is
physical cannot exist without the will nor can mental
any indication, the Turtles from College P ark will provide tremendous opposition for
exist if there is no actual movement. If a sport is
Clemson's red-hot Bengals in Saturday's Homecoming fracas. The largest crowd since
to continue, it must have a large number of partithe Maryland game of 1955 is expected to be on hand for this very important Atlancipants who have non-innate physical and mental
tic Coast Conference headliner.
qualities. Mental is certainly the poorest of all qualteam ever to beat a UniverBoth of these clubs that the competition in the country.
ities, for in this area breeds the extremely poisonous
sity of Maryland football agCoach
Frank
Howard's
mass of some 30,000 will see
mosquito who is so little but can do so much wrong
gregate. Since the commenceIn action Saturday might well Country Gentlemen, riding
ment of the series in 1952, the
with a single sting or word. Physical qualities are not
be termed "Johnny-come-late- the crest of a three game
best Tiger effort has been a
win-streak,
will
also
be
conlies",
for
Maryland,
not
unlike
as extreme as mental, but they too breed misconcep6-6 tie, that being last seafronted with the chance of
the
Tigers,
have
realized
extions and deceptions which ruin a sports program.
son. This fact offers an addtreme improvement since the bec6ming the first Clemson
A mental quality is the poorest example of unity in
a student body that could be thought of. This is the quality which says so much and does so little. When others
are undecided about a matter and are subjected to this
type of "brainwashing," they tend to follow the lead of
mental qualifier as he boasts about how he likes Clemson's intramural program, how he is going to enter the
program, and how glad he is that the athletic department
has hired a man who knows his stuff about intramurals
and can devote a lot of time to its direction. When the
boaster backs out of a scheduled game on which his very
appearance may mean the difference between a forfeit
and a good game, win or lose, the listener may believe
that there is something wrong with the program. Thus,
he may not participate in the program, even though he
had previously decided to do so on the basis of the
bragging, because his "hero" did not. This is ,of course,
the case of a leader and a follower. However, the "hero"
cannot be called a leader! He is lazy, actually to scared
to participate, or he is one of a number of persons who
literally believes that he lives the racialist theory of superior beings. The follower is a follower in the truest
sense of the word. He, quite evidently, does not have
the mentality nor the agressiveness to do anything on his
own. This is the quality which hurts.
The physical quality, on the other hand, brings many
people out to the sport, but that is as far as the leadership
goes. Here, the participant, with his mind on either hurting someone or on making the game a farce for spectators
and other participants alike, scares away his follower or
makes his follower follow him in his foolish and stupid
maneouvers on the field. Here is the quality which hurts
more than it helps.
The physical is not as apparent as the mental here
at Clemson in both the swimming and intramural
programs. During the past weeks, though many students have been busy with quizzes and TIGERAMA,
and out with flu, many, many intramural football
games and the third night of swimming have been
postponed and forfeited, but, mostly, the games that
could have been played were not played and ended
in forfeits. The varsity swimming team still lists
only eleven on its rostor. The mental quality is the
trouble.
Clemson is a fine school, a school blessed with great
buildings, a handsome campus, a fine faculty, an administration which strives to do its best, and many other
qualities. Clemson is a poor school, a school hindered
by the laziness and frightfulness of the students. There
are few reasons why any intramural team should forfeit
a. game, and there are even fewer reasons why. the swimming program cannot be continued. Even less than a few
reasons are the excuses which limit the varsity swimming
team to eleven men.

******

beginning of the season. Mont's
outfit dropped three in a row—
to Texas A&M's top ranked Aggies; to N.C. State's 10th ranked Wolfpack; and th Duke University's powerful Blue Devils
—before finally racking up their
first win, a 27-0 conquest of
Wake Forest's hapless Deacons.
Since that time, the Terps have
trimmed both of the state universities of the Carolinas, as
mentioned previously; but the
men of Maryland faltered in
the Tennessee tilt as the nationally-ranked Vols eopped a
16-0 decision in College Park
on the 26th of October. Hence,
the visitors will enter the Clemson with a 3-4 mark compiled
against some of the foremost TOMMY MONT, Head Coach

TEAMS UNSTABLE

Basketball Team
Stresses Defense

years, Bob Pelligrini. The starting Flankmen for Maryland
Saturday will be a pair of towering senior lettermen, Ed
Cooke, 6:4, 235, and Bill Turner,
6:3, 205. Stocky Kurt Schwarz
starts opposite Healy at the
tackle post. Probable guards
are Rodney Breedlove and Tom
Gunderman. Those seven men,
clad in Red and White, up front
at the beginning of the ball
game average somewhere in the
neighborhood of 215 pounds.
The Terp backfield sports a
pair of rapid halfbacks in the
persons of righthalf Bob Layman and left-halfback Ted

ed attraction in Saturday's big
game.
The youthful, rebuilding Terp
forces are termed — "probably
the biggest team the Tigers face
this season"—by Line Coach Bob
Smith's scouting report. Smith
relates, furthermore, that "the
Terps have a good, strong ball
club and one that has played
GENE ALDERTON, Center
outstanding football this sea- Kershner, who broke loose for
son, even though their won-lost an 81-yard jaunt in the uprecord is not impressive." Co- set of North Carolina. Dickie
captain Gene Alderton, a 200- Lewis, a deft junior from
pound senior center, and gi- Marinsburg, W.Va., is slated
gantic Don Healy, a 6:3, 240- to open at the quarterback
pound tackle, anchor the hefty position. Phil Jerlo is the
Maryland forward wall. Aider- probable fullback starter.
ton is regarded by many obPrior to the current gridiron
servers as being superior to a campaign, someone said that
great Terp Ail-American of past
(Continued on Page 7)

and Tom Cameron at guards,
Don Carver and George Krajack at forwards, and Walt
Gibbons at the center position
for the starting five. The second five seems to be composed of Bill Warren and
Dutch Shample at guards,
Vince Yockle and Jim Lewis
at forward, and Frank Clark
will play the center spot.
This seems to be the way
that it might stack-up, but
Doug Hoffman and Jim Hudson for the forward spots and
Ed Moncrief at the center position are really working to
get a place on the team, and
those that seem to be assured of their positions are having to work as if they wer*
fighting for their lives to keep
their places.
The coach has started drilling
the team on the half court, and
it has really begun to improve
some of the team's faults, but
they are still working very hard
to give the Clemson College
students and alumni one of the
greatest Bengal basketball teams
ever to be on this campus.
At the practices when the different teams scrimmage it is
really one of the toughest scrimmages to be held in the conference. Each of the teams
seems to be trying to show that
they are the best, and they both
are looking real good on every
part of the game. At times it
seems as if some one will surely be hurt before the scrimmage is finished. The Tigers
are going to be out for some
blood this year, and the rest
of the A.C.C. teams are going
(Continued on Page 5)

Tigers Use Control To Thump Rice Owls
By JERRY AUSBAND
|
The cover of the program for
the Clemson-Rice contest in
Houston last week depicted a
Tiger puzzeledly looking over his
shoulder at his back and tail
which had "Rice" written on
them. The banner which the
Tiger had in his hand saying
"Clemson Tiger" had been
changed to read "Rice's Tiger,"
while an Owl stood to one side
with a dripping paint brush in
his hand. The game turned out
to be exactly the opposite—the
cover should have predicted the
Owl with "Tiger" written on him
while the banner should have
read "All Clemson," with the
Tigers taking it 20-7.
It was all Clemson from the
time Clemson took over after
four Rice plays in the first
quarter; the Tigers controlled
the ball for almost all of the
rest of the game. It was Rudy
Hayes, Bill Barbary, Harvey
White, Sonny Quesenberry,
Charlie Home, Doug Cline, Bob
Spooner, and BUI Mathis who
battled with an increasing
tempo in humid (86%) and
warm (71 degree) weather did
not seem to bother the deep
and powerful Tigers in their
march for victory number
four. Threatened by showers,
the game progressed rapidly
throughout the evening with
Clemson running 78 offensive
plays while controlling the ball

OUT FOR SEASON

SONNY QUESENBERRY

to the extent that Rice only
ran 48 plays. The Tigers racked up some 339 yards on the
ground and in the air, while
King Hill and his Owl mates
were able to gain some 266
yards. Clemson was outpassed
119 to 52 yards, but two of
the passes (Clemson completed
4 out of 8 while Rice got 7 out
of 10) for the Tigers were
touchdown pitches.
In the first half, the offensive
ball handling was exactly even
at 33 apiece as was the score at
the end of the short affair, 7-7.
For the first quarter, it was a
stymie with both teams driving
well, but with penalties setting
the Tigers back repeatedly. Rice
took over in the closing seconds
of the first quarter and then took
the ball some 70 yards in 17
plays for the first score of the
game within five minutes of the
new quarter. King Hill, the
Southwest Conference's leading
offensive player, rode the tide
of Clemson defense, leading his
team to a quick 7-0 lead.
From then on, Clemson was
the only thing that really mattered. Mathis, Spooner, and
Quesenberry led by White drove
71 yards in 14 plays to tie up the
game on a twenty yard pass play
from White to Whity Jordan.
Here the Owls' first team committed a personal foul which
allowed the Tigers to rekick their
PAT to tie up the score.

P

Perhaps the smartest play of
came just a little later when,
after Hill had completed three
long passes as time ran out in
the first half, Hill on first
down attempted a field goal.
His kick was a little short and
to the right. Except for one
man, the entire Rice team forgot that the ball was not dead
and milled around waiting for
the first half to end. However,
Charlie Home pioked up the
ball and started up the left
sidelines behind formidable
Tiger blocking. He would
have gone all the way had it
not been for an alert Rice
backfieldman who caught up
with Home from behind to
bring hi mdown after 32 yards
of runback.

| ball on downs and an exchange
of punts, the Tigers took over
for the two remaining plays In
the third quarter.

The second half saw Clemson
march 72 yards in 15 plays after
they had received the kickoff.
Bob Spooner was the big gun
along with Home and Barbary,
Then, White came in to pass to
Home for nine yards and the
second Clemson touchdown.
White's extra point was good
After Rice had driven through
to the Clemson 25, then lost the

It seemed possible that the
Tigers could completely control
the ball for two-thirds of a
quarter without the Owls even
laying a hand on it. However,
when nine minutes and twentyone seconds were gone in the
final quarter, Clemson had just
scored from 89 yards away in
21 plays without so much as
hinting at an aerial. Sonny Quesenberry drove the last four
yards.
The two proudest men on
the Tiger team after the game
were John Grdijan and Whltey
Jordan. Grdijan had two-fold
meaning to his happiness. He
had intercepted a pass late in
the game after the Tigers'
last touchdown and returned it
some 15 yards. Then, too, he
got the word that he was the
pappa of a bouncing baby girl,
which had been overdue. Jordan's happiness stemmed from
the fact that he had scored
his first touchdown.

******

Now Specializing In
Real Iraliian

"Pizza"

Cheeseburgers

******

The gym is almost empty of
bleachers because of the Maryland game. Over half of the
gym's bleachers have been removed and taken to the stadium
to make space for the big crowd.
The team has begun to
buckle down and is really
working on their defense. Last
year the Tigers were very
low in the Atlantic Coast Conference in the defense part of
the standings, but they will
not rank that way this year.
Everyday since the Bengals
began their practicing in early
September they have been placing a great deal of work on
their defense. They have been
running one-on-one, working on
rebounding, and new plays to
improve any of their weak parts.
When the gym was not available for practice, due to«the concert, Coach Maravich had the
team looking over some movies
of the team that they will play
and some of the games that they
played last year. Each player
studied the way that he was
working on defense and the way
that the opposite team member
played. In this way they were
able to see what they needed to
improve on themselves and see
the weakness of the opposing
team.
Coach Press Maravich la
having a hard time trying to
decide who will be the starting five for the varsity. Almost everyday he seems to
have another five in mind for
the important positions, but
he is going to have to use
some of the sophomores on
the team this year. He seems
to be favoring Ed Brinkley

MR. WARREN GIESE, PLEASE TAKE NOTES

Hamburgers

Hamburger Steak

The Field House here at Clemson is only silent about
twelve hours out of every day. Most of the noise is being
caused by the Bengal Basketeers getting ready for the
beginning of one of the toughest seasons ever to be seen
in collge basketball.

with 'Pepperoni'#
'Anchovies', 'Mushrooms'

WE WILL BE OPEN FOR THE DANCES

or plain with Cheese

FRIDAY NIGHT 2 A. M. SATRDAY NIGHT 1 A.M.

******

CHAMPIONSHIP DOUBLE ELIMINATION
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TAPS Defeats (DA South's First BumbleIn First Of Best Out
Of Three Games Puppy Team Organized
By BILL NEELY
and DON GALLUP

The double elimination championship bracket
of the intramural football leagues will begin
playoffs for the championship on Monday, November 18. Two teams from each league, the

The Taps staff began the rival sports series with an impressive win over the Central
Dance Association last October
the seventeenth. The football
series consists of the best two
out of three games. The winner of the series will have the
privilege of displaying the Taps
—C. D. A. sports trophy in their
lounge until after the basketball
series is won.

[««» *7 '■
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Orange, the Blue, and the Tiger, who have
compiled the most impressive records will participate in the tourney,

THREE UNDEFEATED TEAMS

Intramural Football
Is In Final Stages
Intramural football, heldup by the flu, rain, and State
Fair vacation, began again this week and the end of last
'week. The rained out games were rescheduled, but several
of them were either cancled because of the flu or forfeited because one team or the other failed to show.
On Monday, ©ctober 21st, a
game was scheduled between
the Vikings and A7-8, but the
Vikings failed to show up and
A7-8 was given a 1-0 forfeit.
On West No. 2 the Vets defeated the Raiders by a 1-0
forfeiture also. E-F Five and
C7-8 staged a defensive game
with neither team scoring during the regulation time and a
playoff was necessary with
C7-8 winning 1-0. Outstand
ing for the E-F Five's was
Balr, their captain, while Alevine was outstanding for C78. B5-A6 shut out the Victors
16-0. Marsh was the big gun
for the winners while Erwin
led the Victors. Richey lead
the Nu-Epsilon to squeeking
victory over the D2-3 boys
by the score of 7-0. In the
evening both West 8th and
7th Barracks failed to show
up for their game and both
teams lost by forfeit.
Next Monday all games were
canceled because of the flu epidemic, but the following Monday the Olds Pros and NuEpsilon won forfeit games over

8th West and 8th Barracks respectively.
It is hoped that play cam continue on a regular basis next
week and there will be no forfeits or canceled games. Canceled games will be rescheduled
at a later date.

STANDINGS
BLUE LEAGUE
Won Lost Pts. Op».
4
0
46
0
3
1
4*
8
1
1
1
S
K
ISM
41
0
4
4
ORANGE LEAGUE
Team
Won Lost rts. ODD,
B5-A6
4
0
65
1«
Victors
3
1
41
8
Tra-Fab Vets
3
1
19
55
Raiders
1
3
20
19
B-7
0
S
12
83
C6-B6
0
3
3
TIGER LEAGUE
Team
Won Lost Pts. Opn.
Nu Epsllon
2
0
8
0
Old Pros
10
1*
8th East
0
1
8
1
D>&3
0
10
0
*7th Barracks
0
10
0
*8th West
0
2
0
1
•The losses in the "riser League exceed
the wins because 1th Barracks and 8th
Barracks West both (ailed to show us
(or their scheduled same and both were
penalised with a loss.

Team
C-1&S
E-F Five
Band Co.
Barracks S
Vlklnis

Remaining Schedules
OPPONENTS

TIGER LEAGUE
Mon. Oct. 21
MOB. Oct. 21
Mon. NOT. 11
Mon. No. 11
Mon. NOT. 11
Thur. NOT. 14
Thur. No. 14
Thur NOT. 14
Mon. NOT. 4
Mon. NOT. 4
Mon. NOT. 4
Wed. NOT. «
Wed. NOT. «
Wed. NOT. 6
Thur, NOT. 1

7:00
8:00
4:15
4:15
4:18
«:30
7:30
8:00
4:15
4:15
4:15
4:15
4:15
4:15
1:00

Tues.
Wed.
Wed.
Mon.

1*
18
IS
4

7:00
4:15
4:15
1:00

Tues. Oct. 29
Tues. Nov. 12
Wed. NOT. 13
Mon. NOT. 4

8:00
4:15
4:15
8:00

Lighted
Lighted
West #1
West #2
East #1
Lighted
Lighted
Lighted
West #1
West #2
East #1
West #1
West #2
East #1
Lighted

Nu Epsilon TI. D2&8
8th Barracks West TI. 1th Barracki
8th Barracks W. vs. 8th Barrack* E.
D2&S TS. Old Pro»
1th Barracks TS. NU Epsllon
Old Pros TS. NU Epsilon
8th Barracks East TS. 7th Barracki
D2&3 TS. 8th Barracki West
Old Pros TS. 8th Barracks West
1th Barracks TS. D2&3
8th Barracks East TS. NU Epsilon
1th Barracks TS. Old Pros
8th Barracks East TS. D2&3
Nu Epsilon TS. 8th Barracks West
8th Barracks East TI. Old Pros

BLUE LEAGUE
NOT.
NOT.
NOT.
NOT.

Lighted
Eait #1
West #1
Lighted

Viking! TI. C1&8
Barracki 5 vs. A7&8
Band Co. TI. "E-F Five"
Band Co. TS. Barracki 5

ORANGE LEAGUE
Lighted
East #2
West #2
Lighted

Victori TI. Tra-Fab Veti
B7 vs. B5A8
C6B6 TS. Raiders
C6B6 TS. B1

Qnlu Q>L^nx 0« VaAtely

McHugh Effects New
Type Of Practice
By TOM GLENN
A new type of practice schedule for varsity and freshman
swimmers was put into effect
this week by swimming coach
Carl McHugh. This new practice chart is arranged so that
each man practices only one
hour each day at his convenience. Coach McHugh believes
this new practice schedule will
benefit the team in that it will
keep the swimmers at a minimum
and give him more time to work
with each man individually.
To date there are only
eleven men out for the varsity
team with only five experienced swimmers. According to
Coach McHugh there are
plenty of good swimmers who
are too lazy to come out for
practice, who would help the
team considerably. The team
is in dire need of men who
can dive and swim the backstroke and crawl. Certainly
every student should feel an
obligation to participate in
any sport in which he excels.
There are very few students
at Clemson who are unable to
swim. Out of a school of al-
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most 3,500 there should be
more than eleven out for the
varsity swimming team.

The first drive of the Taps
staff was spearheaded by the
passing of Eddie Gallup and receiving of Billy Fort and Irwin
Able. Don Gallup's running attack was stalled by the C. D.
A.'s fast charging linemen
Mackie Manning and Johnny
Wells. This drive was stopped
when Bill Neely intercepted a
Tap's pass.

Before the first half ended
the C. D. A. began their drive
led by the passing of "Outer"
Garrison,
the
running
of
"Stretch" Irwin, and the headsup blocking of Alex Morrison.
The scoreless third period can
be accredited to the outstanding defensive work of "Ya Ya"
Segars (maybe that is what he
is good for)), Walter Lumpkin,
"Tate" Bewers, Julian Dixon,
and Brogdon Nichols on the
Taps part, while Hugh McLaurin, Bud Wilkinson, Jim Pate,
and J. J. Britton led the C. D.
By BOB BURNS
After playing their first six A.
It was not until the forth
games of the season, the powerful Clemson Tigers have been period that the lone score of
outclassed only by the Duke the game was made when Eddie
Blue Devils in A.C.C. competi- Gallup intercepted a C. D. A.
tion. The Tigers, who rank 4th pass and carried it deep into
in the conference, have acquir- the C. D. A.'s territory. Though
ed second place rating in both "Turk" Fidler, "Geechie" Curtotal offense and total defense. tis and John Boney led the Taps
still further into C. D. A. terriThe Tigers have rolled up tory they had a fourth down with
1847 yards for their six games seven yards to go for a touchto give them a total offense down. On this crucial play
Eddie Gmllup started around
per game of 307.8. Led by the the left end but stopped and
strong running and passing of threw a pass to his brother Don
an exceptional backfield, the just over the goal. An attemptteam has taken second in both ed conversion pass by "Geechie"
rushing and passing. Their Curtis to the "Human Flagpole"
strong attacks have acquired Tom Anderson was broken-up
by Bill Neely.
235.2 yards rushing and 72.7
The final C. D. A. drive was
yards passing per game.
sparked by the passing of Bill
1
Because of the very strong Neely, the receiving of Alex
depth in the Tiger lineup, in- j Morrison and Jim Todd. Eddie
dividual records do not rank Gallup ended this drive and
as high as the teams standings. the game when he intercepted a
However, the outstanding work C. D. A. pass.
The game was well attended
of quarterback Harvey White
has brought him a third place | by those of the interested parstanding in the conference. Dur- i ties.
The contest was officiated by
ing the past six games, White,
in 81 plays, has passed and "Corpe" Hughes, Ed Miller, Crit
run for a total of 457 yards. I Core, and the time keeper was
TrQ.h» r>l^,,..}««
Sam "WVn'fa
"White Trash"
Plowden.
With 19 out of 37 completions, Sam
THE LINE-UPS
of which five were T.D.'s, Har- .
C. D. A.—Ends Irwin, Todd,
vey has a passing total of 288
yards. The ability and accuracy | Britton; Guards, Manning, Wells,
of White is easily depicted by j McLaurin; Center, Wilkerson;
the fact that out of all of the Halfbacks, Neely, Pate; Tailtop A.C.C. passers he remains back, Garrison; Fullback, Morto be the only one, at the pres- rison.
ent, not to have had a pass in- ] Taps—Ends, Fort, Lumpkin,
' Anderson,
Boney,
Segars;
tercepted.
: Guards, Fidler, Curtis, Devane;
The outstanding work of Centers, Nichols, Martin; HalfBob Spooner and Charlie backs, Abel, Bowers, D. Gallup;
Home has also been high [Tailback, E. Gallup; Fullbacks,
among the A.C.C. contenders. Dixon, Lee.
Spooner, in 60 attempts, has
some 218 yards while Home,
with 40 rushes has 217.

Tiger Team
Rank Is Just
Behind Duke

The individual and team
statistics of the Clemson Tigers
this year is certainly descriptive
of the team that they have.
After having a weak start from
lack of experience, the Tigers
have come back to rank with
the top teams in the conference,
and with the continuation of
their capabilities, it should not
be long before they reach the
top.

BASKETBALL

(Continued from Page 4)
Coach McHugh cited Louis to have to really fight to win
Ackerman, Bill Mickles and even one game against the Ben-:
Henry Elmore for their per- gal Basketeers.
formance in practice so far this
The season this year will j
season. Joe Vaccaro, a freshman, has developed into a fine start with a game against the j
swimmer and should make a University of Georgia on Wed- j
very fine good varsity swim- nesday, December the fourth \
here and from there until
mer next year.
March the eighth when they
Coach McHugh is quite pleased will take part in the A.C.C.
with the turn-out by the frosh. Tournament in Raleigh the
He expects to have several good basketball team will be fightswimmers to advance to the ing for the first place in the
conference.
varsity team next year.

The South's first entry in the national BumblePuppy League has heen organized on the Clemson
Campus. Called the "Bassett Bumble-Puppies" by
its organizers, the team was selected from interested
parties who had the interest of the school at heart.
Begun and nationally organized by the University of
Connecticut newspaper, the league is growing by
leaps and bounds to one of the foremost sports in
the nation. It is hoped that soon every school in the
ACC will organize a team so that Clemson may begin
contention for the conference championship.
Managed by Carol Hughes, the team consists of
ten players with three appointments in case of injury during one of the games. Left Bumble Ray
Griffin, Bight Bumble Robert Kennedy, Center Centrifugal Jerry Ausband, Alternate Center Centrifugal
Graham Pritchard, Stinger "Dub" Johnson, Doppler
Data Digitizer Charlie Spencer, Left Puppy Ronnie
Hillhouse, Alternate Left Puppy Ronnie Ellis, Beer
Bearer "Geechie" Curtis, Right Puppy Ed Gettys,
and honorary members Glenn McGee, Bill Gibbons,
Bill Hill, and Kemp Mooney are the charter members
of the team.
It is hoped that the sport will grow in size and in
interest on this campus and all the campuses around
the South in the very near future. However, there
is a slight holdback to many teams in that the machine
needed to play the game costs (new) $87,000. At
present the Clemson team is making a bid of $6,969
for a used Centrifugal Bumble-Puppy Machine in
order that they may become more acquainted with
the game. For further information on the Clemson
team, get in touch with Carol Hughes, or consult one
of the other members of the team.

ACC Standings
Conf. Games
W L T Pet.
4
1 .900
4
1 .900
3
0 .600
2
0 .500
2
0 .500
1
0 .333
0
0 .000

Games
T Pet.
2 .857
1 .785
0 .429
0 .667
0 .571
1 .357
0 .500

N. C. State _
Duke
Maryland
3
Clemson
4
N. Carolina .
4
Virgnia
2
S. Carolina .
3
Wake Forest
0 5 0 .000
0 6 0 .000
(Ties count as a half-game won and a half-game lost.)
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It was a shame that more
students weren't able to attend
the game this past weekend. The
Tigers really fulfilled the slogan for last week, RIP RICE.
The team certainly had the
spirit and are now fired-up for
Maryland and Duke, so let's give
them our support.
Many thanks to the fine job
that the alumni and the Fine
Tree High School Band from
Greggton, Texas did in the
way of spirit at the game with
Rice. We know this backing
helped the team.

going to play championship ball
for the rest of the season. Every
bit of support the students can
give will certainly help. So
let's try to follow the team for
the rest of the season. Support
them, of course, against Maryland and even more for the Duke
game in Durham November 16.
Plan now to pile in your cars
and travel up to North Carolina.
We really could use a couple of
victories in these • next two
games. Remember the Orange
Bowl last year in Miami;
wouldn't you like to remember
it again?

Let's all turn out this week
for the pep rally which will be
held in the stadium at 7:15
just before TIGERAMA. There
will be many visitors for the
show, so all you students make
plans to be there early in order that you can all sit together.
This weekend there will be approximately 50 to 60 thousand
people on our campus to take
part in the best Homecoming
Clemson has ever seen, so leave
your toilet paper in its proper
place, so that you won't degrade
Clemson in the eyes of our
visitors, dignitaries, and alumni.
The Maryland team will be at
the pep rally and the shows. We
are depending on your showing
them what is in store for them
Saturday.

Hayden Is Named
'57-58 Rifle Team
Captain Al Clemson

Clemson has yet to beat a
Maryland football team. The
1st time they visited "Death
Valley" they knew they had
been in a tough game. Yet,
we lost. This year is going
to be a different story. When
they leave the den of Tigers
Saturday, November 9, they
will never want to come back.
The way the Tigers are looking now, it seems as if they are

Other items which were discussed at the meeting were dues,
which will be used for the
team's annual spring party and
the sale of brass and lead. The
meeting was closed with a discussion of the trip to the University of Georgia this Friday.
On this visit ten of the Tiger
team will take on the Georgia
"bull dawgs" in a five bull,
four position match.

Be sure to go down to the
pep rally Friday night. See
you at the game Saturday
when we BEAT THE HELL
OUT OF MARYLAND.

Elections were held at a meeting of the Rifle Team at 6 p.m.
last Tuesday. Members elected
are as follows: Bill Hayden,
Captain; Jerry Bailes, Co-Captain; and Bruce Neal, SecretaryTreasurer.

Compliments

PETES NO. 5
Intersection Shockley Ferry Road and 29
By-Pass, Anderson, S. C.

MARY'S RECORD SHOPS
JOIN MARY'S RECORD CLUB NOW!

GET FREE RECORDS
Just Received Large Stock of Portable Hi-Fi Phonographs
Use Our Convenient Lay-A-Way Plan for Christmas buying
WHY PAY FREIGHT AND TAKE CHANCES?

-& _'.: i-

"BUY FROM OUR COMPLETE STOCK OF LATEST
COMPONENTS AT NET OR WHOLESALE PRICES"

E__4
«*/

IlICTIOMIC UIOMIOdlS

3-WAY DIFFAXIAL Sf»IAKlfc

S-1000 11-20 WATT AMPLIFIER

mlnSh

Only _____ $99.50
FM-AM TUNER

CLEMSON MEN
Welcome To Homecoming

All
W L
5 0
5 1

BY THE

CLEM'SON CHEERLEADERS

S - 2000

SPARKLING
*^*^™&*^

While in Clemson, Shop at
ABBOTTS MENS SHOP

Only ____ $139.50

MODEL UXC-123
!***»*«&

<S>

Complete line of formal wear for rent.

Jax Hot Shoppe
and

The Hot- Shoppe
Restaurant
Jack Freeman and Walter Dorn
Owners
NORTH MAIN STREET
ANDERSON, S. C.

WE CARRY ONE OF THE MOST COMPLETE STOCKS OF HI-FI
COMPONENTS IN THE STATE

New arrivals in Suitis, Sweaters, Sport Coats,
Slacks, Shoes, Sport Shirts.
YOUR IVY LEAEGUE HEADQUARTERS

ABBOTT'S MENS SHOP
SENECA

—

CLEMS0N

Greenville, S. C.

Terry Bottling (o.

•

College Ave., Clemson, S. C.
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Bill Barbary Is Outstanding At
Quarterback Position For Clemson.
By MIKE COSTAS
Taking over the quarterback slot on the first team
during the Clemson-Carolina game last Thursday was
senior Bill Barbary, and Clemson fans saw much more
of him in the Rice game and the rest of the season's
games.

We Pick Em

40 CoaciveA J/uwcitt

Coach Maravich
Impressed With
Second Clinic

Thursday, November 7, 1957

AUSBAND

ANDERSON

Clemson over Maryland
N. C. State over William & Mary
Navy over Duke
North Carolina over South Carolina
Virginia Tech over Wake Forest

Clemson
N. C. State
Navy
North Carolina
Wake Forest
Michigan State

BURNS
Clemson
N. C. State
Duke
North Carolina
Wake Forest
Michigan State
Purdue
Pittsburg
Army

GLENN

COSTAS
Clemson
N. C. State
Duke
North Carolina
Virginia Tech

Clemson
N. C. State
Duke
South Carolina

Last Saturday at 8:30 a.m.
the second annual Clemson BasMichigan State
Michigan State over Notre Dame
ketball Clinic began with registration of the attending coaches.
Purdue
Purdue over Ohio State
Ohio State
There was a total of forty
Pittsburg
Pitt
Pittsburgh over West Virginia
coaches attending the clinic.
Bill came to the Tiger team
Army
Army
Army over Utah
Most of the coaches that attendfrom Taylors, South Carolina, in gers had to make about four first ed the clinic were from out of
Oklahoma
Oklahoma
Missouri
Oklahoma
over
Missouri
downs before they could get one state or from a far distance.
1954 and played on the Tiger
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin
Wisconsin over Northwestern
to stick without penalties, then
The coaches came from high
Cub team.
perhaps you can remember that schools, colleges, and junior colRice
Rice
Arkansas
Arkansas over BRce
Taylors is a small town be- it was Bill who threw to Home
lges to attend this the second
Vandy
Vandy
Vanderbilt
Vanderbilt
over
Kentucky
tween Greenville and Spartan- for sixteen yards to get the team
annual clinic.
Baylor
Baylor
Baylor
Texas over Baylor
burg, and it is here that Bill got that first down. Barbary had
Coach Maravich said that a
his beginning in football. He not some nice ground gains in that
Ole Miss
Ole Miss
Ole Miss
Louisiana
State
over
Mississippi
only got a start in football, but game, too.
He averaged 3.8 few of the coaches could not
Auburn
Auburn
Auburn
Auburn over Mississippi State
he played basketball and ran yards in five attempts, and he come because of the college
football
in
the
state,
some
of
Texas
A&M
Texas
A&M
Texas
A&M
Texas
A&M
over
S.
M.
U.
track, "too. In 1952-1953 and completed two out of three
1953-1954, Bill was chosen the passes. One of Bill's assets is the high school games were
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
over
Georgia
most valuable player on the his toe; he completed four out postponed until Saturday, and
Michigan
Illinois
Michigan
Michigan over Illinois
the national football game on
football team and was chosen of four points-after-touchdowns
television
kept
some
away.
Slippery
Rock
Slippery
Rock
Slippery
Rock
Slippery
Rock
over
Westminster
for All-District in 1954. In 1952 in that game.
Coach
Donald
"Dudey"
Moore
and 1953 he made All-County,
Bill got to see action in the
and in 1953 and 1954 he was North Carolina game and he had and coach "Neenie" Cambell <3 tile* on S>4icariA oiac
the leading scorer for Taylors some very fine plays through were the featured speakers at
the cinic.
High. Bill got the Sportsmanship out the game.
Coach Moore hails from DuAward for athletics in 1954 for
It was during the North
his fine part in sports while at Carolina State game that the quesne University and has been
in six National Invitational
Taylors.
The Baby Jackets of Georgia
light really began to shine on
Bill, or "Stud" a he is called, Bill. It was Bill's pass to Tournaments. Each year in the
Tech rolled to an easy 30-0 vicnot only likes the game of foot- Usry for fifty yards that was tournaments he placed higher
tory over the Clemson Cubs in
ball, but he also likes to go for responsible for the Tiger's in finishing places until in 1955
the final game of the season
he won the N. I. T. championswims and play golf.
score in the game.
for the Clemson frosh.
The
ship. In 1952 and 1954 he was
During the 1955 season Bill
When the Bengals traveled up named "Coach of the Year" by By BOB BURNS
Jackets,
who
scored
almost
at
only got to see action in three to Virginia to take on their
the United Press. He has never
The Clemson Tiger cross-country team, which had will, tallied on the fourth play
games that year; his best show- Cavaliers, Bill was one of the had a losing season.
ing was in the P. C. game in instruments in Coach Howard's
been moving along smoothly for the past few weeks, suf- of the game after intercepting
Coach Cambell of McKeeswhich he completed two passes hands that handed them their
port. Pennsylvania, has turned fered their second loss of the season to the strong Wake a Cub pass.
for forty-six yards. He played defeat. Bill put the icing on
out some of the best high school Forest Demon Deacons. The Tigers, after taking their
Fullback Ben Smith scored
in the Rice game that year, the cake when he intercepted a
teams in the country.
Coach last two meets, were edged by the Deacs 26 to 29. The
and he will probably see a Virginia pass on the forty yard
the first touchdown with a 4
Cambell has a record of 486
great deal of action in the line and ran it back to the
defeat brought the fleetmens record to a won two and lost yard plunge after he had inwins and 112 losses while at
Rice game this Saturday. He Cavalier's seventeen yard line.
Ford City and McKeesport two situation.
tercepted a Lowndes Shingler
After the touchdown Bill's toe
also made his letter in 1955.
Despite the fact that the
Pennsylvania. His best record
pass and returned it to the Cub
During the last season the was put to use to make the ex- is while he is coaching at McTigers claimed three out of course.
22.
Tiger team did not get to use tra point.
The Tiger fleetmen take on
Keeesport.
the first five places, the Deacs
the services of Bill, because he
Last week when the Tigers
Tech scored twice in the secthe Virginia Cavaliers in their
During the morning session came back to win on the sixth,
went to Georgia Military Aca- pounced on the unsuspecting the freshman team was used seventh, and eighth spots. The
last regular season and home ond quarter.
The first came
demy. While he was at Georgia Gamecocks, Bill was again in for the purpose of demonstrating Clemson fleetmen were again
meet of the year this Saturday. when end Gerald Burch took
Military Academy he was able use by the Bashful Baron from what the coaches were talking led by their same strong runOn the 18th the fleetmen will
to win many honors in sports.
Barlow Bend. It should be about. While at the afternoon ners, Walt Tyler, Dale Tinsley,
compete in the A.C.C. cross- a 47 yard TD pass from quarBill stands six feet three noted that in this game Bill session after dinner the coaches and Leon Newman, who claimcountry championships to be terbck, Marvin Tebbetts. The
inches tall and weighs two missed his first point-afterheld at Wake Forest and second came when S. C. half(Continued on Page 10)
ed second, third, and fifth
hundred pounds and is very touchdown due to the ball be
should prove to be quite a test back, Reggie Logan, took a
spots respectively. John Duncapable of transporting' himself ing wet and slipping.
to any of the teams competing.
kleburg and George Venturelrecord is that he has made six
Tebbetts pitch out and went 11
around the field. This is BarBill has an average of 2.6
The meet with Wake Forest
la scored identical times to
out of seven points-afterbary's senior year with the
yards in rushing, an average
was run at Winston-Salem in yards for another touchdown.
take ninth and tenth places.
touchdown. All of these staTigers, and we shall probably
of .333 in passing, and a total
The Deacs, led by Bill Medlin, clear weather and over a four
tistics are after the Carolina
After a 30 yard run to paysee him in the quarterback
offense record of thirty plays,
game.
took 1st, 4th, 6th, 7th, and 8th mile course.
dirt
by halfback John Rose in
position for most of the rethirty-eight yards rushing, and
The first five for each team
It is easy to see in looking places to defeat the Tigers by
the third quarter, the Jackets
maining season's games.
ninety-seven yards passing for back over Barbary's record that three points. Medlin, who claim- were—
If you can remember the P. C. a total of 135 yards. One of he will probably be one of the ed first place, set a new track
added two more points when
Clemson:
game and the time that the Ti- the outstanding facts on Bill's team's best quarterbacks.
Tech defenders ganged up on
record of 22:48 for the new Deac
Walt Tyler
. .
22:56
Bill Hester for a safety.
Dale Tinsley
23:38
Leon Newman
25:55
Outstanding for the Cubs on
John Dunkleburg
28:14
offense were quarterback LownGeorge Venturella
28:14
des Shingler, halfback Tyson
Wake Forest:
Leonard, and tackle Jim King.
Medlin .
_22:48
By MIKE COSTAS
\ The Hurricne from Furmanj tion in total defense and fourth , As can be seen by these past
Score by quarters:
Jordan
_24:05
The biggest weekend to ever proved to be a tough opponent! on rushing offense.
Homecoming games the Country
Frazier
_26:23
hit the Clemson campus is go- in 1942 when the Country GenIn 1955 the Terps of Maryland Gentleman have always put on
Georgia Tech
7 14 7 2—30
Jones
_26:28
ing to be the Homecoming this tlemen only whipped them came south to see what fortune a great spectacle for the returnLaws
26:45
Clemson
0
0 0 0—0
weekend. Friday night is light- twelve to seven, but in 1949 would bring and won with a, mS alumni.
ed up with a pep rally, Tiger- when Bobby Gage broke into the twenty-five to twelve decision
Since the Terps from Maryama, and Stan Kenton dance, Tiger lineup to prove to be one over the Tigers. This was a land beat us the last Homecomand Saturday begins with class of Clemson's all time greats the big game that year because it ing game it can be assured that
cut, the Maryland football game, Bengals were able to trounce decided who went to the Orange they will never do it this year,
and ends with the Bill Snyder them twenty to seven.
Bowl, but it took three of Mary- because the Tigers are ready to
During the following years land's teams to tire the Tiger's claw their shells from their
dance.
The first Clemson football the Tiger team was led by such first unit to gain the victory backs and send them home with' out any hope of recuperating.
team was placed on the field greats as Ray Matthews, Bobby and the Orange Bowl.
Last year the Tigers put on. From the calls for tickets this
three years after the opening Gage, Fred Cone, and Billy Hair.
of the college, and the team was These Tiger men led the Ben- a great show when they beat the is going to be one of the bigcoached by one of the profes- gals to the Gator Bowl and the Bobblers from V. P. I. twenty- gest Homecomings ever held at
one to six. The Tigers were led Clemson.
The bleachers have
sors, as it was too late in the Orange Bowl.
Duquene University fell un- last year by Joel Wells and Jim been taken from the gym to
season to hire a regular coach.
This first team began in 1896, der the Tiger's wrath in 1948 Coleman in their victories and make more space for the un1950.
The
Gentlemen to the Orange Bowl.
usually large crowd.
and the Bengals have been hav- and
ing football every year since trounced the Dukes into the dirt
in the first game by a score of
then.
"In a company that develops new ideas by
Under the guidance of coach thirty-two to nothing. During
the thousands," says 30-year-old William K.
John Heisman the early Tiger their second game here the
teams were placed in the na- Dukes came through with three
Cordier, manager of General Electric's Mantouchdowns only to be beaten
tional spotlight.
Made Diamond pilot plant, "a young man's
by the score of fifty-three to
Those early games were twenty.
career progress need not be limited by his
much different from the games
The Boston Eagles came down
that we play today. The teams in 1949 to challenge the Tiger's
particular field. In my five years with Gendid not play as long a sche- superiority on the gridiron. They
eral Electric, I've gained valuable experience
dule, score the same way, and naturally failed and went home
the games were only thirty with clipped feathers after the
in several different fields, and each assignminutes. During these early Tigers clawed them up to the
ment has helped me to move ahead. Right
games the Tigers set one of tune of forty to twenty-seven.
its most impressive records of
now, I have an exciting job. I run the world's
Complete protection in an unbreakable, push-up case;
In 1951 the Gentlemen ran
122 to 0 against Guilford in over the Plainsmen of Auburn
first diamond-making plant — a business nono foil to fool with; easy to pack; he-man size. $1
only thirty minutes.
by the score of thirty-four to
body dreamed of three years ago."
r The first record of a Home- nothing
coming game was in the 1923
In 1953 the Bengals were
1924 Taps. This year the Tigers beaten by Auburn by the tally
Diamond Making a Reality
played Auburn to a nothing to of forty-five to nineteen. This
nothing tie.
The next year was one of the worst scores
The job Bill Cordier holds is an important
they beat V. P. I. by the score ever to be made against the
one, created because General Electric has
of fifty to seven.
Tigers when they played a
the scientific and technical resources needed
From that year on when the Homecoming game.
The Deacons of Wake Forest
Bengals fought for the returnto seek out new knowledge and swiftly transing alumni they have come again felt the claw of fate in
late it into products that people want and
through to win even during a 1954 when the Tigers made
them bow to the dictating
bad season.
need. In 1955, the company announced a
5 During 1938 and 1939 when score of thirty-two to twenty.
This
was
the
year
that
the
major scientific breakthrough — the producBanks McFadden was earning
his All-Ameriean nomination Tigers were third in the nation of real diamonds in the laboratory. Tothe Tigers played the Demon
and
day, little more than two years later, General
Deacons of Wake Forest and
won both games by the scores AT SPECIAL LOW PRICE
Electric is making and selling quantities of
WHEN MAILED WITH THIS AD
of thirty^two to nothing and
Bound in Our New
these diamonds for civilian and defense use.
twenty to seven. The Deacons
Soil Resistant
Ex
leaf Album
8„
o
u40<
from Baptist Hollow were again roil Loose
One Day Moil Service 12 EXP. BOLLS 60
Achieving Three-Way Progress
played in 1941 and beaten again ,,M DANDY FILM SERV1CE
—twenty-nine to nothing.
l.Dept. A, NEWBERKY, s. c. fRK Moil,r*
General Electric's ability to take on and

Fleetmen Drop Second
Meet To Wake Deacons

Frosh Lose Finale
To Strong Teach

History OF Homecoming

Wake Forest
Michigan State
Ohio State
Pittsburgh

SHICK

WESTBROOK

Clemson

Clemson
William & Mary

N. C. State
Duke
South Carolina
Virginia Tech
Michigan State

Duke
North Carolina
Wake Forest
Notre Dame
Ohio State

Ohio State
Pittsburgh
Army

West Virginia
Utah

Oklahoma
Wisconsin

Missouri
Northwestern

Arkansas
Kentucky
Baylor

Arkansas
Vanderbilt

Rice
Kentucky
Baylor

Louisiana State
Auburn
Texas A&M
Florida

Mississippi
Auburn

Army
Oklahoma
Wisconsin

Michigan
Slippery Rock

Baylor

Texas A&M
Florida
Michigan
Slippery Rock

L.S.U.
Mississippi State
S.M.U.
Georgia
Illinois
Slippery Rock

White Leads Tigers
In Total Offense
By BOB BURNS
Leading the Clemson Tigers through their past «ix
games this year has been the outstanding work of a strong
backfield headed by quarterbacks—Harvey White and
Bill Barbary. The Tigers, with a 4-2 record at the present,
have piled up an average of 235 yards rushing and 73
yards passing per game.
Heading the Tigers In total
offense this year has been
Harvey White with-169 yards
rushing and 288 yards passing
for a 457 yard total. Bob
Spooner, with 218 yards, has
a 3.6 yard per carry average,
and Charlie Home, with 217
yards, has a 5.4 yard per carry average to lead the Tigers
in rushing. Rabbit Chatlin,
with less attempts, also has a
5.4 average for his 187 yard
total. Bill Barbary has a 157
yard total for rushing and
passing.
The Tigers who were last in
A.C.C. passing offense in 1956
have taken over the second
place this year as a result of
the fine work of their great
quarterbacks,
Barbary
and
White. White, having thrown
five touchdown passes, has gone
to the air 37 times, connecting
with 19 for 288 yards and a
.514 average. Barbary has attempted 14 and completed five,
one being for a touchdown, for
114 yards and a .337 average.
The work of the receivers
has also been outstanding
Sonny
Quesenberry,
who

seems to be the favorite receiver, has brought in 8 for
91 yards and one T.D. Bill
Few has caught 4 for 93 yards
and one T.D. while Whitey
Jordan has three for 92 yards
and one T.D. Home has 3 for
61 yards and George Usry 2
for 67 yards. Both have one
T.D.
Leading the scoring for the
Tigers have been Home and
Quesenberry with three touchdowns for 18 points. Mathis,
Usry, and Spooner each have
two T.D.'s for 12 points. The
Tigers have outscored their opponents 126 to 52 points.
Despite the Tigers high statistics, they have lagged behind their opponents in both
punts and punt returns. The '
Tigers have kicked 25 times'
for a 32.4 average to their opponents 29 for 35.6 average.
The punt returns for the Tigers and their opponents have
been approximately the same
with the opponents taking an
edge of 10.7 yards to 10.4.
The Tigers have outclassed
(Continued on Page 10)

"I'm in a business
nobody dreamed of
three years ago"

NEW! TODAYS HANDIEST

DEODORANT STICK FOR MEN!

ILMS uevelqped Pfinte

C§L«o

solve big problems — in research and development as well as every phase of production

John C. Calhoun Hotel

— is constantly creating challenging new opportunities for the 29,000 college graduates
at the company. As we see it, by providing a

For the Finest in Hotel Service

healthy climate for a young man's self-devel-

Come and Stay With Us!

we encourage not only his own progress, but

opment in whatever area he may choose,
that of the company and the nation as well.

NORTH MAIN STREET

YARDLEY OF LONDON, INC.

ANDERSON, S. C.

Yardley products for America am created in England and finished in Vie U.SA from the
original English formulae, combining imported and domestic iogredieots. 620 Fifth Ave_ M.Y.C

Educational Relations, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, New York
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GENERAL ^ ELECTRIC
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A LINE UP OF POWER

JORDAN SCORES HIS AND TIGS' FIRST

Clemson Members On
Barbary And White Units
Unknown to many Tiger fans, the Clemson managers do much
work toward making the Tigers ready for the game. Left to
right, they are: Bobby Fant; John Bracknell; Charlie Bryan,
head manager; and Dave Jeter. (Photo for TIGER SPORTS
courtesy Clemson sports publicity.)

Unsung Managers Work
Hard Behind Scenes
By BOB BURNS
Probably one of the most unrecognized and unrewarding jobs around the campus is that of the football manager.
^This particular job offers an unlimited amount of work
and requires a great deal of interest and association with
football to become such. As the case is with the Clemson
managers, they usually have either played or managed
on high school teams.
At the present there are four
varsity managers and also four
freshmen managers. The varsity
managers this year are—Charles
Bryan (head manager), John
Eracknell, Robert Fant, and Dave
Jater (head freshman manager).
Fryan, who is from Columbia.
S C, has been a manager since
his freshman year and is the
cily senior among the group.
I aving the most seniority of the
group Mr. Bryan occupies the
position of head manager. Brack
riell, from McCormick, S. C, is
Jthe second senior member, since
bsing a junior. Bracknell has
been managing for about three
years, and both Bryan and he
played high school football. Both
are also studying I.M.
Dave Jeter of Columbia and
Bob Fant of Anderson are sophomores. Jeter played center at
Dreher and Fant managed at An
.^rson for four years. Jeter is
idying E.E. while Fant is maing in Forestry.
From the beginning of football season to its end the manager must be active. The managers actual job begins several
weeks before the schools'
opening, when equipment must
be put out for spring practice.
The every-day routine, in general, requires — keeping the
laundry clean, checking the
equipment, and sending help
to players and coaches on the
field. Before the schools opening, there are two practices a
day and after the opening only
one. Help sent to the field during practice is usually taken
care of by the freshmen managers. Two freshmen help
with the varsity while the
other two work with the freshmen team.
Probably one of the biggest
tasks comes in preparation for
a game. During the game, all
the managers, both freshmen
and varsity, work with the team
either on the bench or field. Getting ready for the game proposes
a monotonous job. Each player
has a ' separate game uniform
which must be cleaned and readied for the game. All shoes
must be cleaned and patched and
any loose or missing cleats have
to be replaced. Not only are the
managers responsible for their
team, but they also have to check
with the visitors and supply their
needs along with having half
time supplies ready.
However, preparing for a
home game does not propose
as much a problem as an out
of town trip. There are usually 35 players going on a trip
and only two managers traveling along with them (these
being Bryan and Bracknell,
the senior members). Each
player must have bags packed
containing
shoes,
uniform,
sweat clothes, shoulder pads,
and other necessary equipment. On such a trip the managers must keep in contact
with the players to make sure
that they are on time and also
go through regular game pre-

paration. At the end of such
trips the bags must be unpacked and again gone through the
regular routine of checking.
These are only a few of the
requirements. The manager is
faced with an unlimited amount
of work and certainly should receive the credit he deserves. It
is. easy to understand the problems of being a manager and no
honor they could receive would
be undeserved.

Benning Rifle Team
Gives Tigers Two
Day Instruction
The United States Army International Rifle Team from
the Advanced Marksmanship
Unit at Fort Benning conducted
a two-day firing clinic for
Clemson's rifle team October
15-16. They studied the firing
positions and techniques of the
Clemson team and made specific recommendations where warranted.
Nine men are presently assigned to the Army team. Collectively they have national
championships in most classes
of small bore firing. Two members, Lt. Verle F. Wright and
Lt. Daniel B. Puckel, were
members of the 1956 U. S.
Olympic Rifle Team.
Other members of the Army
Team are: Lt. John R. Edwin,
Lt. James S. Carter, 2nd Lt.
Derald H. Smith, 2nd Lt. Jo D.
Brown, M/Sgt. John D. Martin, Sgt. Myles G. Brown, and
Sgt. Peter H. Edinger. A few
of the championships which
members of the team hold are:
National
Individual
Gallery
Championship, National Gallery
Standing Record Holder, National Champion International
50 meter, National Champion International 300 meter, National
Mid-winter Team Championship,
and many others.
Ten Clemson firers fired an
un-official shoulder-to-shoulder
match with the Army team
Tuesday for the purpose of instruction rather than competition. Clemson men firing were:
Ralph L. Cunningham of Taylors, Roy Hensley of North Augusta, Lewis Way and William
S. Hayden of Orangeburg, Thomas trunbull of Millington, N. J.,
Larry B. Copeland of Buffalo,
S. C, Thomas Boseman of Darlington, Bruce Neal of Greenwood, Thomas Herr of Alexandria, Va., and T. A. Bair of
Meggett, S. C. Final scores of
the match were: of a possible
1500 points, Army fired 1438;
Clemson, 1379.

By RICHARD SHICK
When Maryland invades Clemson for the Homecoming Game
this week, we can expect one
of the finest spectacles in years.
We will sit in the stands and
cheer our boys on only by name
and number. Some will know
something more about them, but
very few.
Well, let's take a
look at the players who will
be doing most of the playing
this weekend, not their football
records this year, because mostly everyone knows them, but
their personal background.
Clemson has two units which
do most of the playing, the Barbary unit and the White unit.
At center on the Barbary unit
is Donnie Bunton, a 6 foot, 190
pound, 22 year old, senior from
Pelzer, South Carolina. This is
his second year as a starter and
calls defensive signals. He is
considered a top linebacker and
is majoring in textiles. Running
behind him on the White unit
is Bill Thomas, a 6 foot, 220
pound, 23 year old junior from
Layton, Pennsylvania. Bill is
an education major and also
calls defensive signals.
He
played fullback as a freshman
and is one of the hardest workers on the team.
At right guard on the Barbary unit we find John Grdijan, the oldest man on the
squad at 27. John was elected co-captain of the team this
year after having started every
game for the past two years.
An education major, he is
married and Is a 5-11, 200
pounder and a senior from
Rillton, Pennsylvania.
His
cohort on the White unit is
Dick "Little Dago" DeSimone,
a 5-11, 200 pound, 23 year old
senior who hails from Avonmore, Pennsylvania. Dick first
lettered in '54, but was out of
action for a year with a knee
operation, He has played ceh- '
ter before and is well known
for his line backing ability. >s
Jim Payne, a 6-1, 210 pound
22 year old junior from Decatur,
Georgia is the left guard on the
Barbary unit. Jim is an education major, who transferred
to Clemson from Georgia Tech
after his freshman year. Georgetown, South Carolina is represented by H. B. Bruorton, a 510, 210 pound, 23 year old senior.
A vocational agriculture
major, Bruorton first lettered in
'54, but did not return to school
the following year.
One of the outstanding freshmen from last year's team is
presently holding down the
right tackle position.
Harold
Olson is a mechanical engineer-

i ing major from Decatur, Georgia. He also ran track in high
school and is 6-1Vt, 235 pounds,
and a 19 year old Southwest
Dekalb star who chose Clemson. Jersey City, New Jersey
sends us another sophomore,
Lou, "Big Dago" Cordileone. He
was an All-American fullback
in high school, but was switched to tackle last year. Although
he weighs 250 pounds and is
6 feet high, he is one of the
fastest men on the team. Being
only 20 years old, he still likes
to clown and is a very good
natured person.
Jim Padgett, a 6-2, 230 pound,
20 year old junior from Trenton, South Carolina, is currently playing left tackle on the
Barbary unit. Jim is studying
education. White's left guard is
Jack Bush, a 6-3, 205 pound, 20
year old senior from Atlanta,
Georgia. Jack played on the
reserve squad last year, but is
seeing lots of action this year.
He is also an education major.
The right end on the Barbary unit is Bill Few, a 6 foot,
170 pound, 23 year old senior
from Rock Hill, South Carolina.
Bill is strongest on defense and
does the punting. A 6 foot, 185
pound, 21 year old senior from
Florence, South Carolina, Whitey
Jordan handles the chores at
right end on the White unit. He
is a dependable, steady ball
player and is majoring in education.
One of the best ends in the
ACC, Ray Masneri will be
making it tough on the Maryland end sweeps. Ray is a
junior from California, Pennsylvania, and is 6-2, weighs
180 and is 19 years old. Wyatt
Cox bohunked last year and
could turn out to be one of
the finest offensive ends in
the nation. He is a 6-4, 185
pound, 21 year old sophomore
from Atlanta, Georgia.
Clemson's top pass receiver is
Charlie Home, a 5-9, 175 pound,
22 year old junior from Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. He is the
top running back in the backfield
and
soph-of-the-week
twice last year. Charlie played
freshmen ball at Georgia Tech
and is an honor student in electrical engineering. His normal
position is at right halfback.
At right halfback on the White
unit is Doug Cline, who was
switched from fullback when
Quesenberry was injured. He
is a 6-2, 200 pound, 19 yearold
sophomore from Valdese, North
Carolina. He was an outstanding high school performer and
widely sought after by many
colleges. Doug is one of the

hardest runners on the team
and is an honor student in engineering.
Left half is held down by a
5-10, 175 pound, 19 year old
sophomore
from
Waycross,
Georgia named George Usry.
He is another top pass receiver
and running back. He could be
one of the finest backs Clemson has ever had. Bill Mathis
is a 6-1, 182 pound, 18 year old
sophomore from Manchester,
Georgia. Bill gained 1200 yards
and scored 110 points in one
season at high school. He is
another top sophomore back.
One of Clemson's strongest
position is at fullback. We have
two of the hardest hitting players ever to play on a Clemson
team in Rudy Hayes and Bob
Spooner.
Rudy was regular
fullback last year and Bob was
the star of the Orange Bowl.
Rudy was the leading ground
gainer and holds the conference
record for a non-scoring interception return. He is a 6-1,
210 pound, 22 year old junior
from Pickens, South Carolina.
Bob is an education major, who
holds the school record in the
shot put. He is a 5-11, 200'
pound, 22 year old senior from
Ogdensburg, New York. He
wears contact lens on the playing field.
Perhaps the most talented
position on the team this year
is at quarterback. Bill Barbary, a 6-3, 200 pound, 21
year old senior from Taylors,
South Carolina, is running one
unit and Harvey White, a 6-2
200 pound, 19 year old sophomore from Greenwood, South
Carolina, is handling the other unit. Bill was out of school
last year after lettering in '55.
He is big and strong and Is
one of the key players on the
team.
Harvey is the prize
in many years. He was an
catch of Howard and Clemson
ail-American in high school
and is a great passer. He is
also an honor student and is
the key to this year's team.
Also slated to see action are
Leon Kaltenbach, a 5-10, 210
pound, 22 year old senior cocaptain from Clairton, Pennsylvania; "Rabbitt" Chatlin, a 5-11,
175 pound, 25 year old sophomore from Washington, D. C;
and Mike Dukes, a 6-3, 195
pound, 21 year old junior from
Atlanta, Georgia. Leon was a
starter several times last year
and should see action in the
(Continued on Page 10)

Whitey Jordan and Harvey White combine for
the Tigers first touchdown last week against
Rice. The play covered 20 yards and helped tie
up the score at 7-7 after White had kicked the
extra point. The Bengals went on to "upset"
Rice 20-7 in Houston. The White to Whitey

combination almost scored
against Carolina, but Whitey
on the one foot line and the
bounds.
It was Whitey's
(Photo for TIGER SPORTS
son, Houston Post.)

two weeks ago
juggled the pas*
ball went out of
first touchdown.
by Owen John-

TORRID TIGERS TACKLE
(Continued from Page 4)
Clemson's colors would probably be changed to Harvey and
White. That prediction, though
somewhat rash, Is beginning to
materalize, it' seems. The big
passing wizard from Greenwood
has aced every Clemson scoring
excursion in the past three
games.
In other words, the
soph quarterback has engineered eight consecutive touchdown
drives beginning with the 20-6
rampage over Virginia. He is
pacing the club in total offense with 457 yards, 288 of

"'**pMfll§

HOWIE DARE, Halfback
those coming via air. Conference-wise, the heralded prep allAmerican ranks third in the
total offense category and also
has a third in the passing department.
Another individual, burly
Bob Spooner, has been showing the sheer power which
won him terrific acclaim in
the Orange Bowl in recent
outings. The senior fullback
from Ogdensburg, N.Y., is lead-

ing the squad in net yardage
with a total of 218 in 60 attempts. Charlie Home has
tooted for a net of 217 yards
in 40 trys to run a close second behind Spooner in team
rushing. Home is averaging
5.4 yards per carry.
Howard will probably rely on
his two alternating units Saturday when the alumni return
for a look at the old school and,
perhaps more important, a gander at the football material. Bill
Barbary's unit, generally considered the starting eleven, and
White's outfit, sometimes called the scoring crew, will be
counted upon once more for the
majority of the action; and
whether or not Clemson fans
are happy Saturday night lies
in the hands of these 22 men.
Grid sidelights and notes . . .
The loss of Sonny Qusenberry
was the sole sad happening in
Houston last Saturday night.
The fleet soph halfback presently shares the. team scoring lead
with Home . . . Doug Cline is
slated to move into the vacated
post on the White unit . . .
Quesenberry will be out for the
balance of the season.
Terp mentor Tommy Mont
wouldn't even walk out to accept Warren Giese's congratulations last week after the
Marylanders
humbled
the
'Birds. We wonder what he will
do should the Tigers eat Turtle Soup in the Valley Saturday afternoon . . .
What with Tigerama, Kenton,
Snyder, and the Clemson-Md.
game, this weekend may pos-1
sibly be the biggest since Ben
Tillman's political rallys graced
our fair campus. . .

The masses that converge on
Tigertown
Saturday
should
easily equal the record crowd!
that were present for the Villaanova game in '52 and the Maryland tilt of '55 . . . an audienc*
of the anticipated 30,000 would
set a new record for attendanot
at Memorial Stadium. . ,

DICKIE LEWIS, Quarterback
A decided victory over the
Terps this weekend will servt
as a stimulant for student interest in the Duke contest next
week ... a big margin of victory will probably send several
hundred Clemson delegates up
to Durham next weekend. . .

Tally For We Pick Em
Last week: Oh My Aching
The Army team, while primarily conducting clinics for
the rifle teams of different
schools, is also scouting each
school for future members of
their team. Authorized 25 members, they now have only nine.
The Army group was formed
in April 1956 to develop a team
to participate in International
competition. At present, they
participate in local, regional, and
national matches but are preparing themselves for the International Games to be held
in Moscow in 1958. There is
much determination among the
members of this group to terminate Russia's supremacy in
international competition.
Captain Joseph A. Donnan,
faculty advisor for Clemson's
rifle team, and SFC Charles E.
Keller, rifle coach, have attended the clinic so that they may
continue to better assist the
Clemson team during the coming season.

Back:
Glenn _

_ _.

Costas

12-19
..12-19

Westbrook

12-19

Shick ... .

12-19

Anderson

r~i

.11-19

Burns

11-19

Ausband

10-19

MUSIC MAJORS! Know how to change
a glee club from a loud crowd to a
lyrical miracle? Simple: just promise
'em a Lucky break! A Lucky's a light
smoke—the right smoke—for anyone.
It's all cigarette—all fine tobacco!
And that naturally light, wonderfully
good-tasting tobacco is toasted to taste
even better. Hold your rehearsal without a Lucky break, and you'll get
nothing but Choir Ire! Chorus: Light
up a light smoke ... a Lucky Strike!

For the year: Looks Like My
Back Has Been Aching A Long
Time:
Glenn

80-111

Ausband

75-111

Costas

73-111

Andcrso n

65-111

Burns

40-58

Shick

24-38

Westbrook ._.

Tiger Tavern

...48-111

WHAT IS D.D.T.f

WHAT DOES A GEOLOGIST COLLECT*

WHAT IS A BURGLAR ALARM?

WHAT IS VERY SMALL TYPE»

.■ .
CF*2 r

^J^5§&

4jffJ^^.£pl\ -':
"»HB* \^-:<?'-';:7 XIS

A Delightful Coffee Shop With Fountain
JOHN IRIVEUI.

Bug Drug

MEREDITH SCHELIPFEFFER.

Strata Data

HAYMONO COMEAU. JR..

Crime Chime

HOLY CROSS

V. OF WISCONSIN

OKLAHOMA A. 1 «.

KARL MANTYLA.

Squint Print

O. OF OETROIT

Service
WHAT IS A SUM IRISHMAN*
WHAT IS BOVINE SMALL TAUCF

Don't just stand there...

Located in the Lobby of
For The Homecoming
Game
get your date a

&

CLEMSON HOUSE

A Corsage
from

HENDRICK'S
Flowers and Pottery
Clemson - Greenville Hiway
Phone 2262—Clemson

Open After Dances On Friday and
Saturday Nights

DWIGKT SCOTT

Cattle Prattle

STICKLE! MAKE $25

Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming
answers. Both words must have the same number of
syllables. (No drawings, please!) We'll shell out $25
for all we use—and for hundreds that never see print.
So send stacks of 'em with your name, address,
college and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

'tydrtd**'
Javti Av

» <a^B

£L
ROBERT MCCOY.

Svelte Cell

PENN. STATE

HARVARD

LIGHT UP A

SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCKY
Product of J8»j4mMiea» <%r#ae*r<e»y3a*y- c/o&eeo- is our middle tm

ag« 8
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Homecoming Sponsors
Queen Will Be Selected at Dance Friday Night

mm
Miss Susan Martin, Aiken, S. C, Phi Eta Sigma

Muriel Kennedy, Beta Sigma Chi, College of Charleston.
Miss Gail Armstrong, Varsity Rifle Team

Cecilia Colvert, Greenwood County Club,
Escorted by Petey Collins

Miss Connie Beck, Sumter, S. C, Blue Key

Miss Mary Jane McCuen, Greenville, S. C.
Tiger Brotherhood
Tillie Beck, Numeral Society, Converse College,
Escorted by Eddie Seay

Juanita Ard, Executive Sergeants, Chester, S. C.
Escorted by Randy Burnside

Miss Jerrie Lee, Lake Toxaway, N. C, ASCE

Miss Catherine Robinson, SAE

Miss Agnes Ballenger, Nu Epsilon

Miss Jan Snipes, Greenwood, S. C, Horry County Club

We Have Moved To The Old Book Store Building
VISIT US FOR

WELCOME TO HOMECOMING

CLEMSON JEWELERS

WE APPRECIATE THE STUDENTS' PATRONAGE IN THE
PAST .... AND NOW

"Say it with Flowers from Clemson Florist"

"THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN'S JEWELERS"

We HAVE A SPECIAL STORE DEVOTED TO THE STUDENT

WE HAVE FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION

Welcomes You to Homecoming

FINE DRY CLEANING
We Specialize in
1
ALTERATION AND REPAIRS

DIXIE CLEANERS-CLEMSON, S. C.
104 College Avenue

Something from the Jeweler is always something special

CLEMSON FLORIST
Phone 5139
102 COLLEGE AVENUE

COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY

•

BLUE WHITE DIAMONDS

MEEKER LEATHER GOODS
CLEMSON, S. C.

HAMILTON AND BULOVA WATCHES

ursday, November 7, 1957
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Homecoming Sponsors

Miss Pat Everton, Raleigh, N. C, Block "C" Club

Miss Anne Byars, Columbus, Miss., AIA

Barbara Kays, Fourth Regimental Headquarters Pershing Rifles, Columbia College, North Augusta, S. C.

Diane Shenck, Canterbury Club, Converse College,
Escorted by Eric Phillpott

Beverly Bethea, AIIE, Women's Campus, U.N.C.

Miss Susan Seaver, Industrial Management Society

Miss Betty Jo Nichols, Saluda, S. C, Block & Bridle Club

Miss Florence Carter, AIChE

Miss Joyce Ann Baldwin, Arnold Air Society
Emaline Smith, Junior YMCA Council,
Escorted by Frank Edwards

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Farm Implements — Sporting Goods
Serving This Section Since 1895

The Southerner
REBEL ROOM

Private Party Menu
All you can eat for $2.00 per person
Cat Fish
Fried Chicken
Fried Cured Ham
Chicken Pie
Brunswick Stew

Green Beans
Macaroni ii Cheese
Vegetable Slaw
Coffee
Strawberry Short Cake

TELEPHONE GR 3-7034

"He gets a lot to like-filter, flavor, flip-top box "The works.
A filter that means business. An easy draw that's all
flavor. And the flip-top box that ends crushed cigarettes.

4 Miles East of Easley on Route 123
Linda Enloe, Freshman YMCA Council, Charlotte, N.C.

(MADi IN RICHMOND, VKGMM, FROM A MtlZED/ilfCIK)
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LINK, New Publication By Staff, Architects Hear

Facultw Begins Operation Soon N-i* £»_
Clemscn is to begin a new publication called "LINK"|Brown gave a iecture and prein the near future. The publication is to be in the form sented slides on Near-East Arof a semi-monthly faculty-staff newsletter. The purpose chitecture November 4th in
of LINK is to provide better communications between Olin Hall. Reverend Brown was
the many segments of the Clemson organization. Its born in Beruit, where his father
mission is to highlight the activities of the college and is a professor in the American
University. From 1950 to 1956
staff, rather than to report them in detail.

Sponsors for the Central Dance Association of
Clemson College which will present the Homecoming Ball November 8 and 9 are (top row.
left to right): Miss Virginia Anne Harvin of
Converse College and Sumter for Hugh McLaurin, Vice President, from Wedgefield, S. C;
Mrs. Jimmy Blanton for Jimmy Blanton, Placing, from Forest City. X. C: Miss Cynthia Simmons «f Hollins College and Charleston for
Woody Middleton, Publicity Chairman, from
Sumter.
(Bottom row, left to right): Miss

Xancy Hayes of Converse College and Winnsboro for Bud Wilkerson, Decorations Chairman,
from Winnsboro; Miss Connie Beck of Sumter
for J. J. Britton, Alternus, from Sumter. Xot
pictured are Miss Elizabeth Cart of Spartanburg
for Alex Morrison, President, from Hartsville;
Miss Rosalind Sallenger of Florence for Bill
Xeely, Floor Chairman, from Rock Hill; Miss
Angela Weinburger of Miami, Florida, for
Mackie Manningstein, Secretary-Treasurer from
Miami, Florida.

Graduate Fellowships
Offered By Danforth
The Danforth Foundation, an educational foundation
located in St. Louis, Missouri, invites applications for the
seventh class (1958) of Danforth Graduate Fellows from
college senior men 'and recent grades who are preparing
themselves for a career of college teaching, and are planning to enter graduate school in September, 1958, for their
first year of graduate study. The Foundation welcomes
applicants from the areas of Natural and Biological Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities and all fields of specialization to be found in the undergraduate college.
President R. F. Poole has
named Mr. Eugene Park as the j completed
Liason Officer to nominate to
All Danforth Fellows will
the Danforth Foundation two participate in the annual Danor not to exceed three candi- forth Foundation Conference on
dates for these 1958 fellowships. Teaching, to be held at Camp
These appointments are fun- Miniwanoa in Michigan next
damentally "a relationship of, September.
encouragement" throughout thej The
qualifications of the
years of graduate study, car- candidates as listed in the anrying a promise of financial nouncement from the Foundaaid within prescribed conditions tion are: men of outstanding
as there may be need. The academic
ability,
personality
maximum annual grant for congenial to the classroom, and
single Fellows is $1400 plus integrity and character, intuition and fees charged to all cluding serious inquiry within
graduate students; for married the Christian tradition.
Fellows, S2400 plus tuition and
AH applications, including the
fees charged to all graduate recommendations, must be comstudents with an additional pleted by January 31, 1958.
stipend of S350 for children. Any student wishing further
Students with or without fi- information should get in touch
nancial need are invited to ap- with our Liaison Officer.
Ply.
A Danforth Fellow is allowed]
to carry other scholarships appointments, such as Rhodes,
7 v.'.bright, Woodrow Wil»on,
The South Carolina Camillia
Marshall, etc., concurrently with
his Danforth Fellowship, and Test Garden located at Clemson.
:ucants for these appoint- has added 450 plants, and more
ments are cordially invited to than 25 varieties.
James Carey, College superinapply at the same time for
a Danforth Fellowship. If a man tendent of grounds, announced
receives the Danforth Appoint- that the new plants, donated by
r.t, together with a Rhodes 10 cooperating nurserymen in
olarship, Fulbright Scholar- the Semmes, Ala., area, have
p, or Woodrow Wilson Fel- arrived here. All plants are from
ship, he becomes a Danforth two to four feet tall, he said.
The additions, transported by
Fellow without stipend, until
these other relationships are the college, brings the test gardent plant total to 1500, with
more than 200 varieties. There
were previously 175 varieties.
Grafting last February, Carey
revealed, will produce even more
new varieties this winter.
Four varieties are now in
bloom, he said, but formal showing of the garden, held annually
flemson's Rifle team lost a for the public, will be in Februclose shoulder - to - shoulder ary, March and April.
Carey, who supervised the
match to the University of
Georgia last Friday by eight movement of plants from Alapoints, 937 to 929. It was the bama, also attended the annual
t match of the season for the Southeastern Region Physical
Clemson team, two of whom Plant Administrators meeting in
are firing for the first time Hattiesburg, Miss. Other Clemson representatives were Mr.
in college competition.
Clemson's high scorer for and Mrs. Ralph Collins, superinihe match was Bruce Neal tendent of utilities and Louis Ed•with 194 of a possible 200 wards, superintendent of buildpoints. Recently, during a ings. David Watson, director of
practice match with the U. S. physical plant, is a past-presiArmy's
International
Rifle dent of the regional group. The
Team, Neal fired a higher meeting was held at Clemson in
score than six members of that 1953.
team. He is a steady competitor, firing as well under
pressure as he does in practice.
(Continued from Page 6)
'A return match with the Uni- their opponents on first downs
versity of Georgia has already piling up 90 on rushing and 13
been scheduled for February on passing for a 103 total while
2!, 1958 at the Clemson range, the opponents have 46 rushing
box score for the Uni- and 19 passing for a 65 total.
versity of Georgia' match is as Clemson has also recovered 7
follows:
fumbles and only lost 4.
University of Georgia: James,
The Clemson Tigers have cer190; Nichole, 188; Todd, 187; tainly shown that they have
Hall, 186; Cornell, 186.
one of the top teams in the conClemson: Neal 194; Hayden, ference and should prove to be
187; Ballard, 184; Hensley, 182; quite a test to any opponent
that they meet this year.
Boseman, 182.

Southern Bell
School Begins 2nd
Session October 28

LINK will be distributed toi
the entire Clemson College staff which the staff communicates
which is permanently based with LINK and on which LINK
here. Copies will be sent to returns that information". Acthe administrative heads in suf- cording to the editors, ''LINK
ficient numbers to supply the can successfully accomplish its
entire Clemson staff. LINK'S mission only if the many memcentral gathering agency and bers of the Clemson family take
editorial staff will be the De- an individual interest in its
partment of Public Relations. completeness and contribute to
The reporters on LINK will be it as reporters."
the entire Clemson staff. The
Writing material for LINK
editors of this new publication is to be sent in in writing by
will depend directly upon the the 12th and 27th of each month.
following for appropriate ma- Notices for the "Campus Calterial in their respective areas: endar" section may be telephonthe President, Vice-President for ed to numbers 334 and 345. The
Dvelopment. the Dean of the deadline for "Calendar" maCollege. Dean of Student Af- terial is 11:00 a.m. on the 14th
fairs, Comptroller, the Dean of and 29th of each month.
Agriculture, the Dean of Arts
The editors of LINK "pledge
and Sciences, the Dean of En- their full effort to give you (the
gineering, and the Dean of Tex- readers) an informative, intiles. Department heads, fac- teresting and enjoyable publiulty and staff are asked to sub- cation."
mit material in writing to their
administrative heads in order
that information in each area
may be properly coordinated.
For many years the Clemson
staff has felt a need and exFor the benefit of the stupressed a desire for a staff dents, the Textile School Licommunication of LINK'S gen- brary will be open from 7 p.m.
eral nature, according to the to 10 p.m. on Tuesday and
publication's new editors. "The Thursday.
Calculators,
typedegree of LINK'S success will writers, textile and managebe in direct proportion to the ment books, and bound volumes
amount of traffic on a two-way j of textile magazines will be
street of communication on! available.

The Bell System Communications Engineering School at
Clemson enrolled approximately
200 students in eight sections for
the second term Oct. 28. A third
term is planned for April.
The campus-based school, a
new concept in industrial education at the college senior and
postgraduate levels, has an enrollment of 25 company-selected
students for each section of the
nine-week course. To date 150
since its origin in March.
Dr. L. C. Adams, Clemson coordinator of the program, said
that the second term will include
instruction in inductive coordination, protection and corrosion.
Members of the Clemson electrical engineering faculty conduct
the school's courses in the college classrooms and students
live, study and eat on campus
with the undergraduate student
body.
The school's success and popularity has created national interest. Officials of the New York
Telephone Company have visited
Clemson during the first term
to study the Bell plan. They will
adopt a similar program this fall
at Cornell University.

Mu Beta Phi Plans

Test Garden Adds Drop-In For Alumni

Variety Of Plants

Rifle Team Loses
(lose Match With
Georgia Bulldogs

WHITE

THE SHINING TOWER
6 A. M. — 12 P. M.
* CHARCOAL STEAKS
~T CURB SERVICE
* REAL PIT BAR-B-Q
ANDERSON, S. C.
CLEMSON HIGHWAY

* FULL MEALS
* SANDWICHES
«

„

During the Homecoming festivities this weekend the Mu
Beta Phi is planning a drop-in
for the alumni of the fraternity
which is to be held in the Club
room located in the basement of
the sixth barracks.
According to W. H. Hicks,
president of the fraternity, a special invitation has been sent to
all old members to urge their
attendance to all activities this
weekend.

COACH
(Continued from Page 6)
discussed some of the new tactics that had been brought up
during the morning session. The
afternoon 'session ended with a
scrimmage between the Clemson varsity and freshman teams.
All of the coaches that attended the clinic said that
they were well pleased with
the clinic and were glad that
they came. Afterward coach
Maravich said that he was
well pleased with the attendance and the reaction of the
attending coaches.

MEMBERS
(Continued from Page 7)
game against Maryland. "Rabbit" is an education major and is
a hard man to bring down.
Several of the Tigers are married. Among those who have
entered into the bonds of matromony are Bunton, Grdijan,
Bruorton, Few, Jordan, White,
Kaltenbach, and Dukes.
On Saturday lets show Maryland what spirit means Clemson style, and really cheer our
team on to a victory in this the
1957 version of Homecoming.

Textile Library
Opens At Night

The Pine Tree High School Band, some 95
strong, did a super-stupendous job of representing and backing the Clemson Tigers an the
Rice game in Houston last weekend. In addition to having "Tiger Rag" and "Alma Mater"
nearly perfect, the band members cheered the
Tigers on to victory along with nearly 100 Clem-

The Clemson Collegiate Chapter of Future Farmers of America will hold its regular monthly
meeting Tuesday evening at 6:30
P.M. in the Student Center.
The program will include a
brief address by Joe Hughes,
President of the South Carolina
Association of Future Farmers
of America, and the main address will be given by Mr. Ben
E. Blackwell, Agriculture teacher from the Spartanburg County
Federation. Mr. Blackwkell's F.
F. A. Chapter is one of the top
chapters in the nation.
All students majoring in Agriculture Education, and others interested in the F.F.A. Chapter are
urged to attend. Plans for the
annual FF.A. Budget will be
discussed.

Goodale Predicts Spectacular
Future For Dairy Industry
Ben E. Goodale, Clemson cooling plants," he said.
dairy department head, predict"One of the greatest things that
ed this week a "spectacular fu- has ever happened to South Carture" for dairy herds, precessing olina," he said, "is the introducof milk and the milk container tion of frozen bull semen and
industries.
artificial insemination. Last year
Citing scientific developments we achieved 14,000.artificial conhere at Clemson and other agri- ceptions in cows in the state."
cultural research centers, he enHe added that it is now posvisioned plastic, disposable milk sible for a fee charge of S5 to
cartons; gaily colored milk, and $7 for a calf to be artificially insterilized milk processing by seminated. This compares with
which milk, tasting like fresh the cost of having a $6,000 bull in
milk, would be sold in cans and stud, he said.
kept indefinitely.
The professor, a four-state
He forecast the discarding of farm consultant for more than 35
the milk can for methods by years, urged that the state's
which milk will not touch the farmers learn more about herbair before it is opened in the age, keep better records, and folhouse.
low a culling program. Clemson,
Other developments foresee- he said, has culled 134 cows
able by Goodale, are moveabie from its herd of 600 animals.
electric fences—now being emHe also advanced increased irployed by New Zealanders, Ger- rigation on the farms, a further
mans and Russians; the use of study of animal and plant disCobalt 60 and other radioactive eases, and the study of antibioisotopes in producing completely tics on calves. A nipple pail for
sterile canned milk; and Grade weening calves, he revealed, has
A concentrated milk on a three- been developed at Clemson.
to-one milk-tomoisture basis.
"Someday buttermilk will be
Goodale warned that improvesold in a variety of colors and in
ment in South Carolina dairying
is imperative. Better herds must
be produced within the state, he
said, with less dependence on
imports from the midwestem
(The Country Gentlemen's Theiire)
states.
'We can't make more money|
Clemson, South Carolina
in South Carolina with our dairy
PHONE 6011
herds until we have better cows," {
he reasoned. "We try to teach
students and farm agents about'
more efficient production. At
FRI. - SAT.
Clemson we think South Carolina could have both fewer cows
//
and more production. I have seen
the gradual disappearance in j
many areas of the yellow land j
gullied terrain. I think with j
more efficient production we can j
have cheaper milk. Mechaniza- j
tion on the dairies is an abso
lute must. Labor is going to be ■
an increasingly expensive facJayne Mansfield
tor. We are industrializing m
South Carolina. Just within the
Clemson College area some S12,000,000 worth of new plants have
MON. - TUES.
been built in the past 10 years.
"There will be more and better dairy equipment and barns,
more use of pipelines to milk

Clemson Theatre

Lapsus Calami
By John B. Beall
Everything is being canned
these days, including beer. I got
to thinking and fell asleep. I
dreamed that I was lost in the
middle of a great desert with
the sun beating down on the
burning sands; no help, no oasis,
no water for hundreds of miles.
I reached for my six pack and
found that I had left my opener
at home. With a blood curdling
shriek I fell out of bed and woke
up.
—"Quadrangl Chauncey"
*****
Help! Help! Lapsus Calami
On "Country Gentlemen" we
relv.
plastic bottles to be thrown away
when emptied. There will also be
tinted cottage cheese."
"The farmers and dairymen,"
he concluded, "are a good business risk."

Members of "The Jugheads," Clemson's Glee Club Band, are pictured as they will appear in TIGERAMA. (Left to right, front,
seated) Bill Metts, sawer; Frank Sams, jugist; Ray Groover,
third bottlist; Rudy Stoddard, second bottlist; (second row,
back) Nolan Etters. first fifist; John Reid, first bottlist; Lewis
Foster, first bottlist; Clyde Hiseler, second fifist; Gene Gibson,
second bottlist; (extreme back) David Brewton, first bottlist;
BUI Austin, second bottlist; and Charlie Toal, third bottlist and
conductor.

Interview Schedule
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11
USN Beureau of Ships and other Departments—
CE, EE, and ME
Calloway Mills Company—Text
Johnson Service Company—Engrs
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12
Sangamo Electric Company—EE, IE, I Ph, and MB
Burlington Industries, Inc.—IE, IM, and Text
Chicopee Manufacturing Corp.—all degrees.
Deere and Company—Agric and Engrs
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Co.—Engrs and TC
Government Security Activity—EE
Burlington Industries, Inc.—IE, IM, and Text
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14
Esso-Baton Rouge Refinery and Lab—Chm and Engr»
Bethlehem Steel Company—Engrs
Burlington Industries, Inc.—IE, IM, and Text
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15
South Atlantic Army Engineers—CE, EE, and ME
Trane and Company—Chm, IM, and Engrs
Dan River Mills, Inc.—Text
Esso-Baton Rouge Refinery and Lati—Engrs

Architects Display Board Approves
Second Art Exhibit
Stable Tenure
Non-objective American drawings by Robert Beaven, a major
international
exhibitor,
are
shown here through Nov. 5 in
the architectural show rooms.
The second in the annual art
exhibit series, sponsored by the
Clemson Architectural Foundation, is open daily to the general
public.
The Beaven work is in both
color and black and white. The
artist has exhibited at the Philadelphia Print Club, the International Bi-Annual Exhibit of
Colored Lithographs and has a
one-man show at Indiana University in South Bend.
Now a professor at the University of Cincinnati, Beaven
received his bachelor of fine
arts degree at Washington University in St. Louis, and the
master of fine arts at Indiana
University.

NOTICE
The American Society of
Mechanical
Engineers
will
meet on Tuesday, November
12, at 6:00 P.M. in room 115
Riggs Hall, all members are
urged to attend. A color film,
"Enrichment of Mankind,"
will be shown.

For many years by tradition,
precedent, and practice Clemson
has been recognized as following
generally accepted principles of
stable tenure, but the practice
has not been formalized by an
official statement of policy.
Members of the academic and
research faculties will be interested to know that following extended consideration by groups
from the faculties, the administration, and the Trustees. The
Board of Trustees at its meeting October 23 formally approved a tenure plan for members
of the academic and research
faculties. As soon as practicable
copies of the plan will be distributed through administrative
channels to research and teching
personnel.

TASTY FREEZE
DRIVE-IN
All flavors of Shakes & Sundaes
Hot Dogs and All Kinds of
Sandwiches
College Ave.,
Clemsoni S. C.

TAPS NOTICE
To all students who have ordered personal
photographs made from the TAPS pictures
and who have not yet picked up their order
from the potographer, your pictures will be at

Will Success
Spoil Rock
Hunter"

"Quantez"

THE TOWN HOUSE AND COFFEE SHOP
DINE BEFORE DANCING
Complete Meals

OPEN 'TILL 10:30 P. M.
Anderson, S„ C.

the Student Affairs Office next Wednesday
and Thursday, Nov. 13 and 14. They may be
picked up during regular office hours at office .... See Mrs. Albert — This will positively
be the last opportunity to pick up these photographs voluntarily. After this time such action

Malone

will be taken as is necessary to collect this

lul Oinesl'

125 N. Main Street

Blackwell To Speak
To Future Farmers

son alumni. The band from Greggton, Texas,
a city in West Texas rich with oil performed
intricate maneuvers which the PR's and Senior
Platoon have performed. (PHOTO FOR TIGER
SPORTS COURTESY PINE TREE HIGH
SCHOOL BAND.)

Fred MacMurray and Dorothy

Fresh Seafood

he was Head of the Department
of Philosophy and Religion at
the American University in
Cairo, Egypt. In 1956-1957, he
was Assistant Dean of Union
Theological Seminary in New
York and is currently the Minister of the
Congregational
Church in Tryon, N. C.

WED. - THURS.

'Helen Morgan'
Ann Blyth - Paul Newman

money from the students who have failed to
live up to their obligations.
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